




another great

How about these terrific-looking
clocks! | still can't believe how many
great entries we had in our "lt's About
Time" Clock Contest.
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WOODa magazine
readers donate 242
incredible clocks
When I announced the "It's About Time"

Clock Contest in the December 1999
issue, I really didn't have any idea how
you would react to it. After all, we hadn't
done anything like this before, and as with

anything new, there's always an element
of risk involved.

But I did know two things that made me
feel a bit more confident that the contest
would work. First, I know that most

everyone has a fascination with clocks.
And second, after 16 years at the editorial
helm of this magazine,I know you pretty

weIL WOOD magazine readers have proven to be some of the most generous
(and genuine) people I've ever met, and I knew I could count on you.

As the first entries arrived sometime in mid-December, I could tell that the
contest had captured the imagination of many of you. A few more clocks arrived
nearly every day, and as we unpacked each of them, I could sense that the rest
of the WOOD staff was catching clock fever, too. By the time the last 15 clocks
were delivered to us on April 3, 2000 (the final day of the contest), we had peo-
ple from all around the building coming by to take a look at your handiwork.

Yes, these clocks are that good! I've never seen more creativity expressed in
any of the contests we've sponsored.
To all of you who took the time to make a difference for the Marine Corps

Reserve Toys for Tots program, thank you, thank you, thank you. And a big
round of applause for Titebond Glues and Adhesives for their generous support.

For a look at the five top prizewinning clocks, see page 14. To view several of
the other Certificate of Accomplishment award winners, please turn to page 16.
And check out www.woodmasazine.com for even more of the entries in the
clock contest. I guarantee that you'll be
impressed. I know we are.i

success story
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this issue's

WOODo mdg?zine

woed\M_orking
ptoiects
great ideas: drill-press pocket-hole jig
Bore dead-on screw holes for your pocket-hole joints
with this easy-to-make jig.

elegant scrollsawn wall shelf
Rely on our full-size patterns to ensure your success
when making this ornate home accent.

well-composed compote
Serve nuts, candy, or other tasty treats in this attractive
wood turning. We made ours from three separate pieces
that glue-assemble into the glowingly handsome raised
dish above right.

"music on file" cd cabinet
Store as many as 160 cds in this well-organized, five-
drawer furniture piece. Luge brass pulls and traditional
design give it a look that will work with just about any
home decor.

bentwood accent table
Learn how to work with forms while shaping the legs
of this clean, unaffected table design.

empire state streamlined train
Relive the days of luxury rail travel by crafting
authenic-looking 1940s display model.
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big-time tablesaws
You'll be pleasantly surprised by the quality and costs .
found in this roundup of seven shop-tested machines.

products that perform

Continued on page 6

www.woodmagazine.com

page 60

page 64

page 68

This issue's coverwood grain: poplar
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this issue's
highlights Continuedfrom page 4

WOODo m€lgozine

tmiques
a pro's tips for matching grain
Discover six surefire tricks for achieving the best
look from the boards you select for projects.

how to flush a mounted door
Follow our seven-step process for creating even
reveals when hanging flush-mounted cabinet doors.

tips from your shop (and ours)

how to get started in biscuit joining
Become hands-on familiar with this quick-and-easy
method for joining wood as we cover the basics.

features
2 the editor's angle

I talking back

l2 WOOD ONLINEo

l4 top clocks from our contest
Marvel at the winners from our "It's About Time" contest that
included hunrlreds of imaginative and well-crafted entries.

24 hot off the internet

34 be safety sawy around your tablesaw
Before you cut your next piece of wood, run through our checklist
to ensure your tablesaw safety habits are in good order.

46 what makes wood rare
Why are some woods so difficult or impossible to get hold of? The
reasons may surprise you.

5l master of time and space
When Minnesota craftsman James Borden builds a clock, it
becomes something more-an expression of art and philosphy in
grand style.

ask wood

finishing touches

November 2000 lssue 128 www.woodmagazine.com

page 85

page 14
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page 51
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tmlking &-**rcmk
We welcome your comments, criticisms,
suggestions, and yes, even compliments.
We select and publish only letters of the
greatest benefit to our readers. Write to:

I t ts  deer  season;
keep 'em s tand ing up
Well, it's Christmas time and there are more white deer in

front yards than ever before. The problem is, after a storm,

many of them are flat on the

ground. The ones that aren't

have unsightly wires or poles

holding them up. Mine have

never fallen; the drawing

shows my simple and almost

invisible method. Just use an

eye bolt whose eye is smaller

than the head of the gutter

nail, and push or pound the

nail into the ground.

As an added touch, when

painting the deer, I sprinkle

on glitter while the paint is

still wet. It gives a nice effect.
-Rob Kuttz, Lorain, 0hio

Gutter spike
driven

through
eye-bolt

into ground
\_.

STAKING DETAIL

3/ro" eye-bolt
11/+" long

3/ro" nut and washer

WOOD magaz ine  November  2000

Talking Back
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St., GA310
Des Moines, lA 50309-3023

Thanks from The l lomestead
for  he lp ing the aut is t ic
Thanks for including the story on The Homestead in Issue

I l9's "FINISHING TOUCHES" column. Woodworkers

from across the United States and several from Canada con-

tacted us. Dan Long of Jacksonville Beach, Florida,

e-mailed us to see if we were interested in some tools. A

few weeks later we received from him seven hand sanders

(five of them brand new), several jigsaws, saw blades,

rechargeable drills, a package of new bits, and other miscel-

laneous tools. Your willingness to share The Homestead

story has helped us reach new friends. Thanks again.
-Steve Muller, executive director, The Homestead, Runnells, lowa.

P Iunge-rout€r  i ig  a ler t
An important piece of information is missing from the

plunge-router jig article in Issue 123. Building to the dimen-

sions given in the Bill of Materials results in a jig that fits

the DeWalt router shown in the article. To make the jig fit

any other router, modify the ends (A, B) and fence rail (G)

as shown in the drawins.

Width of router base
+ 4" (width of @ and@ )
+ 3/8"

(half of adjustment slot)

15lgz" 1s/sz

R=3/q"
3/e" hole'l-I"o""o

11lsz"

t
1' ,

Align with ti+"
dadoes
in  par l@.

t
1 "

1/a" holes

Continued on page I0
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Corrtinued .frorn page 8
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A cor rec t ion  and an  add i t ion  to  the  keyho le- rou t ing  i ig
In Issue 123, page 59, you show a key-

hole-routing jig. The length of the rab-

beted side rails is indicated as, "Length

of router base + %r"." This is not the

overal l  length; i t  is the inside length.

The overall length is the length of the

router base plus 37s".
-Charles Krauss, Augusta, Kan.

You are rigltt, Churles. We apologi:.e

for the ntistake. Luther Willicunsott,

who helped cle,-elop the jig, wrote to

alert us to the error und pctss ctlong

another suggestion as well. He clrilled

more holes in the rails ancl offset the

insert in the nrcveable stop, os sltow'n irt

the drawing. This allovvs him to center

a ket,hole in the top ntentber of a nar-

row frante. Luther also aclvises clcunpirtg

tlrc jig to tlte workpiece.

1/+" deep

Length of router base + 33/e'

KEYHOLE.ROUTING
JIG

Width of
router
base

1ia" machine screw
11 /4 "  l ong

-?-----=t-

I
1 lqu--.--.-

. s
\E{

g

E
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More  on  the  wor ldwide  supp ly  o f
Peter Stephano's article in Issue 124, page 84, "Wood

Worldwide," made me proud to be a subscriber. Who says a
hobby magazine cannot practice responsible journalism?

For those interested in more information, the UN released

the summary findings of the report, "A Guide to World

Resources 2000-2001: People and Ecosystems: The Fraying

Web of Life." Copies of the summary can be downloaded
from www. wri.org/wri/wn2000.

Also, note the correct spelling of "taiga," defined as a
moist subarctic forest dominated bv conifers.

-o)via R. Cory, Lake }swego,hre.
(David is a consulting arborist for Pruett Tree &

Landscape in Lake Oswego.)

"Wood Worldwide" in lssue 124 overlooked an organrza-
tion that makes an important contribution to sustainable
forest management: the American Tree Farm System. The
System was established in 1941, and has grown to a U.S.

membership of over 70,000 private, non-industrial forest

owners. The organization's mission is to promote the devel-
opment of renewable forest resources on private lands,

while protecting the environment and increasing public

awareness of the benefits of productive forestry. The Tree

countersunk

#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screw
1/+" threaded insert

5/sz" shank hole,
countersunk 3/e" hole

Farm System continually modernizes its standards, aligning

them with other international certification bodies and

national programs, such as the U.S. forest industry's

Sustainable Forestry Initiative Program.
-Mickey Hallum, Fayetteville, Tenn.

Mickey is the chairman of the Tennessee Tree Farm

Committee. The American Tree Farm System is a program

of the American Forest Foundation, I I I I l9th St. NW,

Suite 780, Washington, DC 20036. Call 888/889-4466 or

visir www.treefarmsystem.org.

IT t3/8" rabbet

wood

Width of router =-\-1./ll.
base + 21 lq,' 

-------=r1'z 
: /+ 21/q" 

-=-=->z 
| 7
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Home Depotts
good deed noticed
On March 8. a tornado touched down

in St .  Franc is ,  Wiscons in  (near

Milwaukee). Within hours. Horne

Depot had a truck in the area with free

plywood and tarps for people who

needed theni to prevent further damase

from rain i ind snow. Our thanks to

Honie Depot.
-Ken Jaeger, Milwaukee, Wis.

T imberK ing  sawmi l l
i  m  p rovements
Thanks fbr the art icle on low-cost sawmil ls

in Issue l2-5. We felt  that the review was

fair in ref lect ing a brief experience with

each sawmil l .  I  would l ike to point out that

since Apri l  l ,  we have equipped the

TimberKing 1200 with a l5 hp, electr ic-

start Kohler motor. This motor has the

integrated clutch and throttle, and pull-start

orelr ide tavoled by your reviewer.

The reviewer had some valid criticisms.

most of which are addressed by chan-ees

eff-ective Au-eust 3l : hinged blade covers.

cr,rttin_u head f'eed system disen_9a-ees on

retllrn. hairline depth indicator, and a _euide
roller moveable from the operating position.

-Will Johnson, President, TimberKing, lnc.

THE RIGHTTOOL

Woodworking
Clomps And
Accessories
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333 Roce Street, Coidwoter, Ml 49036
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Meet Danny Ferrington who uses his Hawk to create one of a kind guitars for stars 
-c

like Waylon Jennings, Emmy Lou Harris, Eddie Van Halen and Eric Claptan to name
a few. DonT let your tools limit you in creating your project of a lifetine. Learn why
craftsmen like Danny choose thg Hawk Scroll Saw for their shap.

) Variable cutting action gives more control

) Smooth vibration-free performance

) Cuts so smooth, no sanding required

) Blade changes in seconds

) $ave money buying
factory direct

) 3 models to r
choose from

[lTtrlmr+I
Call ahaut our

No Eisk
in the thap
fi Day Trial

l-800-497-2623
RB Industries P0 Box 369 Harrisonville. M0 64701

www.rhiwoodtools.com
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With this free chart,
youtll never guess about

pilot-hole size
Well-designed and
information-packed
reference charts can
really help you out
in the shop. For
example, the screw
reference chart at

/e/r shows the head-
bore and shank-
hole size for all
popular gauges of
woodworking

screws. It even lists
separate pilot-hole sizes for hardwoods and softwoods, and the screw
lengths available in various gauges. The editors at WOODo magazine
refer to this chart everyday when preparing project instructions.

You can download and print this chart, as well as others covering
drill-press speeds and lumber sizing, absolutely free of charge. Just go
to the page listed here.
www.wo o drnagazine. co m/woodb as ics / p ages /
aboutscrews.htm

Want a free
woodworking plan?

Just subscribe or renew online
We love online subscriptions. They save us money in paper, postage,
and handling, and you often can get your first
copy of the magazine sooner.

In fact, to show our appreciation for your
online business, we'l l provide you with
access to five free mini plans when you sub-
scribe or renew through our internet site.
Within minutes of getting your order, we'll
e-mail you the address of an internet page
where you can request the free plans. It's
easy, and ordering online is 100 percent safe
and secure.
www. wo o drnagazine. com/ s ubs c ript/

12

ln search
of the
missing

article
It happens to all of us.

We seem to remember

seeing an article, per-

haps years ago, that had
just the information we

need to build a project

today. But how on earth do

we find the article? Now

there's help-a single, up-
to-date, comprehensive index of all WOOD maga-
zine articles. You'l l f ind projects, techniques, tool
reviews, and everything else that's been published

since issue No. l .
And if the article you're looking for is in an

issue you don't have, we most l ikely can help you
there, too. Many of the back issues of WOOD
magazine are still available through the online
WOOD STOREo-but only until the limited sup-
plies run out.
www. wo o drnagazine. com/sc gil index/
wdindex.html

Sign up now for our free,
new-and-improued

newsletter
It can be a challenge trying to keep up with all of
the current project plans, tools, and other goodies
given away at WOOD ONLINE, as well as the
latest special programs, tool sales, and seminars.
To help you out, we've come up with a newslet-
ter that will be e-mailed to you automatically
every month. All you have to do is register for it
at the web page listed below. You can unsub-
scribe at any time.

The newsletter now has color graphics, includ-
ing photos and illustrations, to go along with the
shop tips that have always been popular. The
thousands of readers who already receive it tell
us they love it. We think you wil l, too.
www.wo odmagazine. com/members/
index.html

WOOD magaz ine  November  2000



from over 200 entrieshere are the

,t0e
clodks
You would never believe the fantastic anay of clever time-
pieces that showed up in WOODa magazine's Year 2000
"lt's About Time" clock contest. Take a look at the winnerc.

he WOOD staff never quite

knows what to expect after a
new contest announcement.

Eleven years &Bo, readers responded
with hundreds of wonderful, handcrafted

entries in the first-ever toy contest.

Although the entry numbers fluctuated
like river levels from then on, the quali-

ty and creativity never did. What would
happen with a clock contest?

February of the new millennium

brought a trickle of entries. By mid-
March they grew stream-size. April 1
marked a deluge.

And what clocks there were! Tiny
clocks cased in burl. Wall clocks in all

shapes and sizes. Mantle models, both
carved and machined. Desk-top delights
in a host of woods. You sent clocks that

chimed, buzzed, and ticked. A few fea-

tured animation. All proved amazing.
The clocks now have new homes. Sold

at auction during the fall, they generated

funds to benefit the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserye's Toys for Totsprogram. That'll
mean lots of happy kids at Christmas.
Thanks to all of you who entered and to
Titebond Glues and Adhesives for spon-
sorship. Now for a look at the winners.
(See the honorable mentions on page 16,

and view all the entry finalists at
www.woodmagazine.com.)

Grand Prize $S,OOO
David German of Grand Rapids,
Minnesota, dumbfounded the judges with
his ingenious, 74"-tall, red oak grandfa-
ther clock. Why was it so special? David
cleverly engineered and crafted his hinged
clock to fold and nestle one part into
another. Closed up, it easily fit inside a
2x2x2'box (as shown /eft), as required by
contest rules,

To assure non-breakage, the craftsman
and his wife personally delivered the entry
to Des Moines. And such care paid off.

1 4 WOOD magazine November 2000



First Prize $+,000
But which way is up? Kentwood,
Michrgan's Charles Bowman had a
story to tell with his 24x24" intarsia
clock. His timepiece represents the
moment when his grandpa's pocket
watch plopped into the old fishing
hole. The reversed face on the bottom
watch is a reflection on the water. He
used purpleheaft, maple, and walnut.

Second Prize $3,OOO
Woodworker Mike Jagielo from Almond,
Wisconsin, might have named his
animated clock "Row, row, row, your
boat." When running, the oars move
and the f ish pop rn and out behind the
clock face. Mike fashioned the
21x15x9" c lock f rom cherry,  walnut,
mahogany, basswood, curly maple,
pine, and baltic birch plywood.

Gontest Judging
There's nothing better about a con-
test than watching the judging.
And our judges were great fun to
obserue, They smiled, frowned,
laughed, and grimaced as they
went room to room and clock to
clock making their selections.

Entries in the contest filled two rooms in
the Des Moines offices of WOODa mag-
azine. Shown is just a partial room fullof
clocks that were entered.

Contest judges Scott Mitchell of
Titebond and assistant design editor
Kevin Boyle scrutinize a clock held by
editor Larry Clayton.

Cfock conlest judges, from ieft Sheryl
Munyon, administrative assistant; USMC
sergeant Searcy Hollis; Jeff Seivers,
Titebond; Kevin Boyle, assistant design
editor; and Scott Mitchell, Titebond.

Third Prize $2,OOO
Chr is topher  Kroup o f  Fr iendsh ip ,
Tennessee, held the judges' interest
wi th his black widow spider c lock.
When its articulated legs were spread
out to fu l l  "crawl ing" posi t ion,  Chr is '
creation measured 32' in diameter.
The painted spider's legs were made
of balsa, and the case of an unidenti-
fied hardwood.

Fourth Prize $1,OOO
It was simple beauty, use of wood, and
a fine finish that drew applause for
James Peluso's 14"-tall mantle clock,
Inlaid with cardinal wood, the figured
maple case was satin to the touch, The
Rowland Heights, California, craftsman
provided access to the clock's battery
by making its top slide up l ike a drawer
by pul l ing on the handle.

Continuecl on page ,)0
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still more
arnaztn
clocks!
These finalists deserve a round of applause

\tr/ten the five "It's About Time" Clock-Building Contest

Y V judges finally selected the prize winners, they had a field

of 46 finalists remaining. Although the contest was set up for only

25 honorable mentions, the judges said, "So what? These are all

great, wonderful clocks. Let's award all of them Certificates of

Accomplishment." That's how the decision was made, and judges'

decisions are always final. The following clock-contest finalists

were so awarded:

Shirley Mensch of Center Ossipee, New Hampshire,
exhibited her carving skills with "Father Time." Her hand-
crafted clock measures 14" tall with a face enclosure
mimicking stonework.

This chest-of-drawers clock of figured
mahogany built by Larry Cardingley of
Maridian, ldaho, was a unique design.
Standing 23Vq" high, it features drawers
lined with red fabric.

Shiraz Balolia, Bellingham,
Washington. Ebonytrimmed
round bear clock.

Bruce Boyd, Garbondale, Kansas.
Sculpture with suspended clock.

Roy Braley, Brcntwood, New
Hampshire. Queen Anne-footed
mantel clock.

Gene Buehrer, Cornville, Arizona.
Pocket-watch clock with stand.

Larry Gardingley, Maridian, ldaho.
Chest-of-drawers clock (shown /efi).

Jim Gaughran, Lodi, Galifornia.
Laminated circular clock with stand.

Raymond Ghampine, Glinton
Township, Michigan, Walnut-hull
clock (see page 78).

Jimmy Glark, Brcwn Summit' North
Garclina. Log cabin fireplace clock.

Howard Glements, Knox,
Pennsylvania. "Mark Twain" stern-
wheel riverboat clock.

Richad Gox, Nolwich,
Gonnecticut. Round scrollsawn clock.

Adam Gunha, Graveland,
Massachusetts. Wood beam-boxed
mantel clock.

Jack Dalton, Jackson, South
Carclina. Brass and laminated-wood
pedestal clock.

Dan Demmer, Fairfax, lowa.
Carriage bolt wall clock.

Ralph DiAmore, Queens Village'
New York. Padlock wall clock.

Robert Drumm, San Antonio'
Texas. Marquetry mantel clock.

Kathleen Escobar, West Jotdan'
Utah. Segmented egg clock with base.

Henry Frcidenbetger, Jr., Rocky
Ford, Golorado. Scrollsawn scene
wall clock.

James Gauntt, Arkville' New York.
Carousel mantel clock.

Continued on page 18
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Continuedfrom page 16

arn&m ng
clocks! 

\

Henry Schulz, a woodworker from
Burnaby, British Columbia, also hap-
pens to be a mechanic. That's whY he
built this 10" wenge clock as a model of
a magnetic dial gauge, with a quartz
movement replacing the gauge.

I  ! , : ' - : ' , : '

There's no doubt about the materialthat Raymond Champine, a reader from Clinton
Township, Michigan, used for his mantel clock. Walnuts! Ray gathered- countless
black walnut hulls, and epoxied them together for his 1g1/z"-lall clock's fascinating
case. Unopened hulls form the pillars.

Mel Gullickson, Hancock, Wisconsin.
Relief-carved picture wall clock,

Donald Halden' Wyerhaeuser'
Wisconsin. Fishing rod and reel clock.

Rod Hilldahl' Brooklyn Park,
Minnesota. C-clamp music-box clock.

Lowell Hudson, Jacksonville'
Florida. Classic mantel clock.

Georye Kempf, Seattle'
Washington. Square, dovetailed
teapot clock.

Glenn Kerr, Grand Rapids' Michigan.
Turn-of-the-century train station clock.

Robert Lamson, Leesburg, Florida.
Teardrop rearview mirror clock.

Sam Lay Baker Gity, Oregon.
Sculptural clock.

Steve Leonald, Palatine Bridge'
New York. Rustic birch-bark clock.

Leland Margan, Tucson, Arizona.
Sculptural purpleheaft clock.

Neal McAfee, Sunlmerfield'
Florida. World time zone wall clock.

Paul McFadden, Rock SPrings'
Wyoming. Mantel clock with trout.

Shirley Mensch, Genter OssiPee'
New Hampshire. "Father Time"
carved clock (see page 76).

Gharles Myers, Glinton'
Tennessee. Laminated wall clock.

Mario Padilla, Plainfield' lllinois.
Square mantel clock with four faces.

Kenneth Parker, West Palm Beach'
Florida, Saltwater fishing-reel clock.

Victor Pasturczak, East Moline'
lllinois. Victorian wall clock.

Glenn Poole, Wnnipeg, Manitoba.
Mantel clock with weather gauges.

Gindy Radle, The Woodlands,
Texas. Built-up triangle mantel clock.

William Roskop, Austin'
Minnesota. Arched-top mantel clock.

Dennis Roussel, Delta, Golorado.
Log cabin clock with furnished interior.

Jim Rubach, Waterfold, Wisconsin.
Roundturned clock on Pedestal.

Henry Schulz, BurnabY' British
Golumbia. Magnetic dial-gauge clock
(shown above left).

Glenn Schworm' Millersbulgt
Ohio, Pulley-and-belt clock

Gil Steele, State Gollege'
Pennsylvania. Intarsia frog clock.

Michael Vander Wall' Williamston'
Michigan. Carued/scrollsawn clock.

John Willis' Savannah, Missouri.
Horsefly-shaped clock and micrometer
desk clock.

Wayne Wollersheim, Fond du Lac'
Wisconsin. U.S. Nar4y destroyer clock,

To see all tIrc finnlists' clocl<s, visit
www.w o o dma g azine. c om.Q

Photographs: Baldwin PhotographY
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a pro's tips for
ffiwffiffimffi,ruffiwreffi ffiff.ffiffiwru
I've met a lot of woodworkers who have a good handle on
the mechanical part of their craft. They build projects that
are square and sturdy, with parts that fit precisely.

Yet, many woodworkers overlook the more subtle ar1 of
matching grain direction and color. As a result, their well-
machined and finely fastened projects fall short in the
appearance department.

While building the CD cabinet on page 64, and the accent
table on page 74, the importance of grain matching really hit
home. For both projects I carefully selected, cut, and joined

workpieces for best appearance.
In this article l ' l l share some tips for grain- and color-

matching. You can use these same tricks when building
many of your own projects 

chuck Hedtund, shop Manager/project Designer

-d Single out one board for

$ small proiects

ffi Wh.n selecting stock for a small

project, say a keepsake box or picture

frame, try to use wood from the same

board. Although grain and color can

vary even in a single board, with care-

ful selection you should be able to cut

parts that match closely.

For large work, choose
compatible stock
For larger projects, I like to use

boards cut from the same log. And

that's possible if you have your own

tree custom sawn. Because most of us

have to buy wood from a lumberyard

or home center, here's how I go about

finding matching boards at these out-

lets. It takes a little time, but pays off

in good-looking projects.

First, I cull the boards that are free of

warp and have as few defects as possi-

ble. Then, I stand them up side-by-side,

and take a step back. Next, I reshuffle

their order for best color match.

Finally, I select the boards with similar

color that have grain that I can envision

being matched as I build the project.

Grain refers to the pattern of lines on

the surface of a board produced by the

orientation of the woo.d's annual

growth rings. I look for boards with

grain lines spaced equally apart and

oriented in the same direction.

Go straight when look-
ing at grain pattern
For most project parts, especially

those I cut from oak, ash, or hickory, I

like to use straight-grained boards.

That's because wavy grain can give a

project, particularly a tall one like the

For the best grain match, Chuck Hedlund
often cuts workpieces at a skewed angle
to the board edge.

CD cabinet, an unbalanced feeling.

Wavy grain can create an optical illu-

sion where a perfectly constructed

piece of furniture appears out of

square or plumb.

To get straight-grained pieces for

projects, I choose the widest boards

available. Why? Most boards are

flatsawn at the mill today, meaning

they typically have cathedral-grain

figure toward their center, and

straight-grain figure toward their

edges as shown below.It 's been my

experience that wide flatsawn boards

yield a higher percentage of straight-

grained stock than narrow boards.

Continued on page 22

Straight grain
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$ave cathedral-grain
stock for hidden parts
After reading the last tip, you

may be wondering what I do with the
leftover cathedral-grained stock. I'm as
frugal as the next guy, so cathedral-
grained stock goes into parts that aren't
visible, such as internal components.

Try this angle for
wavy-tigured woods
Certain woods, such as cherry,

walnut, and maple, don't have a lot of
straight grain. Much of their beauty
comes from wavy-figured grain pat-

terns. That's why mills saw these
species to yield as many wavy-grained
boards as possible.

When working with these woods, I
use chalk to mark the location of pro-
ject parts on the boards. I orient the
chalk marks for the best grain match as
shown on page 20. Doing this, the

pieces often come out of the stock at an
angle to the board edges. I cut out

these marked pieces with a handheld
circular saw or jigsaw, then joint one
edge. The remaining material goes for
parts that aren't conspicuous in the fin-
ished project.

Cut your drawer fonts
from large glue-up
There are a number of differ-

ences between the architectural-grade
projects that we feature in WOODa
magazine and the factory-grade furni-
ture you find in stores. For example, on
the CD cabinet you'll see that the grain

seems to flow without visual interrup-
tion from one drawer to another. On
the same furniture piece made in a fac-
tory, the grain of one drawer likely
won't match the one adjoining it, and a
single drawer may have both cathedral-
and straight-grain.

To make a series of matching drawer
fronts, t glue and clamp matching
pieces into an oversized panel as
shown in Step 1 of the drawing below.
Its length (measured with the grain)

should be I " longer than the length of

the drawers to allow for trimming. The
width of the panel (across its grain)

should equal the combined widths of
the drawers, plus t/x" for each saw kerf,
plus 1" for trimmin-e. I crosscut this
large panel into drawer fronts as shown
in Step 2, below.

This procedure not only makes for
great-looking drawer fronts, but you

can economize by usin,e narrow pieces
(that might otherwise end up as scrap)
to make the panel. For example, most
of the drawer fronts on the CD cabinet
are made of two or three pieces of
wood, some as narrow as I ".?

Photograph: Baldwin Photography
lllustrations: Kim Downing, Brian Jensen

2 Steps to matching
drawer fronts
(rip 6l

Length = length of
drawer fronts + 1"

Width = number of drawers
x width of drawers +

/e" saw kerfs + 1"

Edge-join a panelwith pieces
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Note: We have edited all entries in the interest of brevity and clarity

while preserving the intent of the original message. Opinions

expressed here are those of our online participants.

top  o f  she l lac?What  f in ish  works  on

lAan I successful ly apply
\rpolyurethane or lacquer
over a sealer coat of shellac?

-Ben Licata. New )rleans. La.

O There's no problem putting lacquer

over shellac. But polyurethane just

plain will not stick to shellac that has
wax in it. For that, you need a dewaxed
shellac. Do not trust any shellac
labeled as dewaxed until you are
absolutely sure. Some shellacs say they
are dewaxed, and all that means is that

they have taken out some or most of
the wax. "Some" is not good enough.

Completely dewaxing shellac is not
difficult, but it takes time. It is worth

the effort.
-Jim Kull, San Ramon, Calif.

G lu ing  a  th rough  tenon

I am a novice woodworker, and
lwant to know the best way to
glue a mortise-and-tenon joint
that goes completely through
the leg of a chair. ls there a
way I can do this without dis-
placing the glue as I push the
tenon through the mortise,
especially when the fit needs to
be so tight?

-BillVan Gilst. Harwinton. Conn.

O The tenon should not be a "ham-

mer fit." Good milling, jigging, cut-
ting, and practice will make for con-
sistent "slop" of 2 to 4 millimeters in
joinery. Paint the mortise and tenon

with yellow glue, and you'll get a
uniform glue line. You'll get a mess,

too, but a wet rag will clean that up.
-Pat Warner. Escondido. Calif,

OAnother way to get the look of a
through tenon is to cut the mortise
approximately halfway through the
piece, then on the opposite side
make a mortise about :/s" deep. The
wood left in the middle will hold
glue in the joint, and you can make
it even stronger with a hidden wood

screw. Then glue a short tenon plug

in the other side. I like to use a con-
trasting wood.

-Mark Metko. Larsen. Wis.

O The traditional dewaxing method

is to put the shellac in a clear glass
jar and let the wax settle to the bot-

tom. This can take place overnight or

in a few weeks, depending on temper-
ature and other factors. Then siphon
or pour out the clear shellac, taking

care not to stir up the wax at the bot-

tom. Or you might try the method

used by WOOD ONLINE regular Jim

Frye: Place three regular coffee filters

in the basket of an old iced tea or cof-

fee maker, set the basket on a glass
jar, pour the shellac into the filters,

cover the basket with its orginal

cover or some plastic wrap to slow

the evaporation of alcohol, and let it

drip all night.
-W00Do magazine

Continued on page 26
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Continuedfrom page 24

Wi l l  she l lac fu l ly  prote

1'm almost ready to finish some
I mission end tables. Using
some white oak scraps, I found
a combination of orange shellac
over aniline dye that gives me a
great color. I'm wondering if just
spraying on the shellac is
durable enough to handle spills
and normal use. Or should I just
go with the dye and a
pof vurethane'":;:, 

in*, ctovis, N.M.

OPolyurethane varnish is more
durable, but shellac will handle occa-
sional spills. A coat of paste wax after
the shellac has cured is good insurance.
If the shellac is fresh and the wax has
been removed, the level of resistance to
water damage is raised significantly.

-Dave Macfee, Topeka, Kan.

OCommenting on Dave's reference to
the water resistance of shellac, according
to Michael Dresdner, if shellac is com-
pletely dewaxed it is completely water
resistant. I found this very interesting.

-Gretchen Allen. Charlotte. N.C.

OYes, shellac is resistant to water if it
is dewaxed, but resistance is subjec-

t  end tables?
tive. It offers far less resistance than
lacquer or any varnish finish. A wet
glass on it will quickly leave a ring. If
the glass has scotch in it and the
scotch gets on the finish, the shellac is
gone. Also, literally any commercial
cleaning product will harm it. For

example, many cleaning services use
Windex as a general cleaner. The
ammonia in it will destroy a shellac
finish. Most dishwashing detergents
will harm it. Shellac has a wonderful
place in finishing, but I do not feel it
is a good senerar rinisli;,fr!,1)ii",], 

rn,,.

OFor another opinion on this topic, we
turned to Bob Flexner, author of

Understanding Wood Finishing. Here's
what Bob had to say:

"Almost all furniture made from the
1820s to 1920s was finished with shel-
lac, usually with its wax still included,
and the finish has held up quite well
for many decades. Shellac is a perfect-

ly appropriate finish for end tables as
long as you don't abuse them.

"Paste wax reduces scratching but
gives little or no protection against
spills. The shellac is quite resistant to
spills, even highly diluted alcohol like
that in alcoholic drinks.

"Though condensation on a cool glass

will eventually work its way through a
shellac film and cause it to peel, the
water won't cause water marks on shel-
lac that is only a few years old. Very
hot water, or a very hot coffee cup,
may do damage though, as they also
will do to lacquer.

"Dewaxed shellac is more resistant to
the penetration of water than shellac
with the natural wax still included, but
it isn't more resistant to heat. I have
confirmed all of thii manv times
through testing."i
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Craftsman lGgauge 2 I/2-in. finish nailer
with case. ldeal for installing window, door
trim. Drives nails 3/4to 21-/2-in.long.
150 nail capacity. #1.844L.149.98

Craftsman 18-gauge brad nailer with
case drives 5/8 to 2Jn. brads.
ldeal for molding and finished trim
work. 110 nail capacity. #18433 99.99

Craftsman 1&gauge t/4-in. crown stapler
with case drives tr-/2 to L L/2-in. staplers.
13O-staple capacity. #1.8434 99.99

Ent$"et

SEARS
THE GOOD LIFE

ATA GREAT PRICE
GUARANTEED'"
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NT" 
need for a store-bought jig with

I \ this shop aid. We built ours out
of 3A" plywood and a few pieces of

solid stock cut to the dimensions

shown on the Exploded View drawing.

Build and assemble the jig as shown.

Mark the hole-location centerline on

the face of the workpiece, and place

the workpiece against the angled fence.

Slide the guide assembly firmly

against the workpiece, as shown in the

Front Section View drawing below,

aligning the centerline on the guide

with the one marked on the workpiece.

The slots in the guide block allow you

to adjust the guide for different thick-

nesses of wood. Slide the stopblock up

to the edge of the workpiece, and tight-

en it in place. (Because most stiles and

rails require a pair of pocket holes, we

drill the first set of holes at one setting.
loosen the wing nut, move the stop-

block, and drill the second set of holes

at the next settine.)

Chuck a 3/s" brad-point bit into your

drill press (longer bits allow more

clearance). Align the-7/s" hole in the
guide with the t/g" bit. Clamp the base

of the jig firmly to your drill-press

table. Drill the hole into, but not

through the stock, as shown on the

Front Section View drawing. Once the

right depth has been determined, set

the stop on your drill press to drill to

the exact depth each time. Later, use a

portable drill and aVs" bit to drill a

pilot hole through the center of the

angled 7s" counterbore to finish creat-

ing the pocket hole for the screw.?

Note: We used our jig on a heavy-duty

benchtop drill press with a spindle trav-

el of 3t/n". But, we found it wouldn't

work on a small benchtop model with a

2" spindle travel or models with limited

clearance on the side where the drill-

press stop juts out.
Project Design: Robert Taugher
ll lustrations: Kim Downing
Photograph: Hetherington Photography
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wood screw
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develcrp ysur
shop skills

7 steps to perfect ly f i t ted,

dHffT$
hen you install a flush-mounted door, you simply place one rec-

tangle inside another, right? Well, we all know that looks can

deceive in the world of woodworking. Door installation can quickly

zoom past "simple" and go all the way to "frustrating."

Ideally, your carcase has perfectly square corners, so does each door,

and you fit them together with a perfectly even gap, or "reveal," all the

way around. But don't count on it. Almost always, you'll have to com-

pensate for small flaws that can add up to big problems. Here's how to

handle the all-too-typical problems in a common two-door cabinet.

I First, build the doors to the exact
I

I 
size of the carcase opening.

I That gives you some extra wood

to work with in the fitting process.

Set the cabinet up on your work-

bench, if possible, and make sure it 's

sitting level. Measure it carefully and,

using a crosscut sled on your table-

saw, trim one door to a length t/ro" less

than the height of the opening. Now

set the door in place, as shown above.

Does the hinge-side stile sit tightly

against the carcase? lf so, you're off to

a great start. But if you see space at

one end, use cardboard or folded
paper to make a shim that fits the gap

an inch from the end of the sti le. You'l l

use this shim in the next step.

Go to the tablesaw to shave a

bit off the bottom rail at a very

slight angle. This wil l let you

align the hinge sti le, but won't ruin the

look of the door as long as you don't

have to trim otf too much. To get the

right trim angle, place your shim an

inch from the end of the door that did

not show a gap, as shown above.

Test-fit the door again, and trim some

more if necessary. Be careful to

remove very little stock with each trim.

Place the door in the opening with

pennies as 1/ta" spacers on the

bottom, as shown above. Trim the

top rail untilyou have a'r/'re" reveal there,

too. Then stick a penny along the hinge

stile and mark the knob stile's location on

a piece of masking tape, also shown in

the drawing. Now follow these first three

steps again for the second door. When
you mark the second doo/s knob stile on

the masking tape, it probably will fall

slightly beyond the first one. Mark

halfway between the two to locate the

center of the carcase opening. The doors

should meet at that point before you

make the finaltrim on the knob stiles.
Continued on page 32
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Establish the locations for your

hinges, then cut mofiises in your

cabinet doors. Install the hinges,

as shown above. Here again, you want

a 1/te" reveal, so set your mortise

depths accordingly. The surest method

is to mortise a couple of pieces of

scrap, install one of your hinges, and

check the resulting gap. Caution: Even

though you've found the perfect mor-

tise depth for one hinge, that doesn't

assure the same result for every other

hinge. The dimensions can vary slight-

ly, especially with handmade hardware.

To find the correct hinge loca-

tions on the carcase, put the door

in place again with pennies

underneath. Mark lightly with a sharp
pencil at both ends of both hinge bar-

rels, as seen above. Remove the door,

hold a loose hinge at each set of marks,

and mark around the hinge plate. Using

those marks as guides, cut mortises and

install the door with just one screw in

dach carcase-side leaf. Repeat with the

second door. lf everything looks perfect,

add the rest of the screws.

Sometimes, after all that careful
work, you still might find your-

self looking at imperfect reveals.

lf the gap is too large at one end, you'll

have to chisel a thin layer of wood out

of the nearest mortise, as shown

above. When a reveal is too slight,
loosen the screw in the carcase-side

hinge and slip a piece,of paper, sand-
paper, or cardboard irlto the mortise to

bump the hinge out just a bit, as

shown below. Tighten the screw and

check the reveal again.

Another common problem: The
reveal turns out fine, but the
plane of the door doesn't line up

with the face frame, as shown above.

Loosen the single screw placed in

each carcase-side leaf and place

screws as shown in the inset. To shift

the door out, put each screw against

the outer edge of its hole, To pull the

door in, put the screws against the

inner edge. Once the door is l ined up,

remove the original screw entirely, fill

the hole with toothpicks and glue, and

drill a pilot hole after this plug hardens.

Finally, when everything is lined up
just right, trim the knob stiles to pro-

duce a l'ra" teveal down the middle.

Take the same amount off each door,

using your tablesaw or a handplane,

and bevel them slightly toward the

inside. The bevel lets them swing open

and shut without banging together at

their inside edges.i

Written by Jim Pollock with Charles l. Hedlund
Photograph: Baldwin Photography
lllustrations: Brian Jensen
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where safety begins

Of the T2OrOAO iniuries
per year associated with
woodworldngr 42 Percent
happen at the tablesaw.
Yet common senset
pnoven practices, and
tried techniques will keeP
you out of harmts waY.

hat tablesaws rank high as the

cause of many woodworking

accidents shouldn't be surprising. What

woodworker doesn't have one? And

it's probably the most frequently used

power tool in the shop. Because of that

use, it'll pay you healthy dividends to

always be on guard around this indis-

pensable machine.

A multi-toothed blade whirling at

8,000 rpm should spur a sense of cau-

tion and respect. It shouldn't instill

fear. Armed with the advice, rules, and

techniques you'll find here, you'll

have the confidence to get the best out

of your tablesaw, and safely, too.

Begin a habit-forming
checklist to follow
beforc sawing
California Polytechnic Institute has

developed a Code of Safe Practice for a

number of woodworking machines as a

guide for operators and supervisors in

the industry. We've added to it, and

suggest you always follow the check-

list before doing any cutting with your

tablesaw in the shop.
. Remove from the saw table all scrap

materials, tools, fasteners, and other

debris. Also clear a 2'perimeter all

besarevos?#tablgsaw

around the saw (more where you'll

stand if ripping long-stock).
. Use the blade thatbest suits the job

(never a crosscut blade for ripping or

vice versa), and make sure it's sharp.

Check the arbor nut for tightness and

the blade itself for chipped teeth,

cracks, and other defects. Do all of this

with the machine unplugged.
. Set the blade height. Flat-ground

blades should extend no more than

%" above the wood. Hollow-ground or

planer blades must be raised as high as

possible to avoid binding.
. Inspect all of your saw's safety

devices (the blade guard, splitter, and

anti-kickback device, if present) for

proper operation. The blade guard must

move up and down freely to accommo-

date different wood thicknesses.
. Double-check the location and condi-

tion of the on/off switch.

. Realign the electrical cord to avoid

tripping over it.
. Set the fence to align parallel to the

blade at the width of the cut.
. Have safety glasses ready to wear, or

if cutting material that tends to chip, a

full-face shield.

Because a tablesaw gets so much use

in woodworking, turning it on to make

a cut becomes as automatic as flipping

on a light switch. But it shouldn't.

Ponder this advice:
. Never run your tablesaw when you're

tired. Fatigue leads to errors in judg-

ment and mistakes. In fact, studies

have shown that many serious tablesaw

injuries occur to woodworkers when

most other people are getting ready for

a good night's sleep. Also staY away

from the saw if you're on medication

or have been drinking alcohol.
. Don't rush. Plan all your cuts.

Continued on page 36
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. When ripping stock, always anticipate

the possibility of kickback. Plan to

minimize any damage fiom it to you or

the workpiece. For instance, don't

stand directly in line with the blade,

but off to the side of it. To make sure

your pushing hand won't accidentally

run into the blade, hook the small and

ring fingers of the your pushing hand

over the f-ence to slide with the wood.
. If you're planning to rip boards

longer than 3', get a helper to support

the wood after it passes through the

blade (or use an off'-f-eed table or roller).
. All cuts should incorporate either the

fence or the miter gauge. Never

attempt freehand sawing. Turning the

stock on the blade even slightly causes

it to bind in the wood and kick back.

On the other hand, never use the

fence and miter -qau-qe together. If you

try to crosscut with the miter gauge

using the fence as a stop, for example,

the cutoff piece trapped by the blade

may fly back at you.
. Don't remove the blade guard from

your saw unless absolutely necessary to

make a specific cut.
. Make sure you have a pushstick handy

for any cuts that require your hand to pass

within 6" of the blade. See designs at

right for two tried-and-true pushsticks

you can make easily.
. If you have doubts about making a cut,

don't do it.

You've thought it
through, now get in
position to saw
You've got everything on hand. you've

gone through the checklist and you've

thought through all your cuts. You're

set to saw. And as you do, keep the fol-

lowing in mind.
. Stand with your weight equally bal-

anced on both feet. If the board should

suddenly give, you don't  want to run

into the blade.
. Be absolutely sure that the blade

never comes between your body and

your hands, either front to back or side

to side.
. Use a featherboard to hold stock

against the fence. And make sure you

have a f irm pushing grip on i t .

. As you saw, don't reach over the

blade to push stock. Always keep your

hand as far away from the blade as

practical.  I f  need be, use a pushstick.

. [f you're makin,e repetitive cuts, stop

frequently to take a break. Many acci-

dents happen after boredom lulls a per-

son into carelessness.
. After completing the cut, let the blade

come to a complete stop on its own.

Don't push scrap wood against the

blade to stop its rotation.
. When you've finished sawing, turn

off the tablesaw and lower its blade

below table height.dl

Drawings: Roxanne LeMoine
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

TWo do-it-yourself
pushsticks

MDF shoe-style pushstick
(Enlarge 253% for full-size pattern)

Length = 14"
Thickness = 3/4"
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Baltic birch pushstick
(Enlarge 2530/" for full-size pattern)

Length = 12"
Thickness = 1/2"
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lmprove your grip
with a litt le forethought

Allen Abellwill make
beautiful music with
his new DeWalt 12V
cordless drill and
worksite radio. They
come with our kudos
for sending in this
issue's Top Shop Tip.
Attaboy, Allen!

Here's our Top Shop Tip
winner, Allen Abell,
showing off his prize-
winning tip and a few
of his favorite projects,

While watching TV one Saturday
morning, Allen Abell saw a guy using
C-clamps that had a knob where the
dog bone-shaped tightening pin should
be. Our Top Shop Tip winner thought

the knob might give better grip and
leverage than the pin, and promptly

filed the idea in the back of his head.
Then one day, he was puttering

around the shop when he stumbled
onto a box of old golf balls. One thing
led to another, and before he knew it,

Allen had come up with this issue's

Top Shop Tip, shown at right.
Perhaps you, too, have found a practi-

cal use for sporting goods in your shop.
Or maybe you've just come up with a
simple solution to a shop problem.

Either way, your idea is worth $75 if
we print it. And, if we deem it the best tip of the issue,
we'll also throw in a tool prize worth at least $250.

You can post your suggestions to our WOOD
ONLINEo Top Shop Tips discussion group at
www.woodmagazine.com. Or send them, along with
drawings or photographs and your daytime telephone
number, to:

Tips From Your Shop and Ours
WOOD Magazine

1716 Locust St., GA-310
Des Moines, IA 50309-3023

Sorry, but we can't return your submissions. And,
because we try to print only original shop tips, please

send them only to IVOOD magazine. Thanks!

^ ,-)
WUry4
WOODWORKINC PRODUCTS EDITOR

After bending the flimsy metal tightening pin on a

C-clamp for the umpteenth time, I decided to get a grip on
the problem. So I replaced the pin with an old solid-core golf ball.

I started by cutting off the pin with a hacksaw. I then mea-

sured the diameter and length of the remaining shaft, and

bored a hole slightly larger and deeper in the center of a golf

ball. Finally, I epoxied the ball onto the shaft, as shown belovv.
The ball-grip fits in the palm of my hand, and gives me

more torque than I could get with the old pin. Plus, it 's easier
to make large changes in clamping depth by holding the ball
and spinning the clamp.

I like to sand my small turnings while they're still on the
lathe, but with sandpaper alone the paper heats up quickly.

And if I back the paper with padding, I can't control the

sheet of abrasive. It invariably ends up on the floor behind
my lathe or gets sucked into my dust collector.

So, I bought an extra-fine 3M sanding sponge (part no.

9l6NA). But instead of sanding with the pad itself, I use it to
back my sandpaper, as shown below. The grit on the sponge
grips the paper and keeps it from flying away, while the

sponge itself insulates my fingers from the heat generated by
sanding. And, although you'll still wear out a lot of sandpa-
per, the sponge will last forever.

Cotttinued on Dope 40

-S-'

{
5

-Allen Abell. Lilburn, Ga.

Cooler hands prevail
when sanding small  turnings

-Bruce Hoover, Bloxom, Va.
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>odworker, hobbyist or home improver?
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F in ish  your  pro iec ts
back less  or  bot tom less
When I build drawers or cabinets with plywood backs, I f inish

the drawer bottoms or case backs separately before assembly.

Whether sprayin-r or brushing, I have better access to all sides

of the workpiece. and trever have to worry about frnish col-

lectin-u in three-sided corners.
-Don Eisenhardt, from the WOOD ONLT|VE@

Top ShoP TiP discussion grouq

Do- i t - yourse l f  c rown mo ld ing :
R ip ,  rou t ,  and  beve l
I l ike to make my own moldin-es using a fLrl l -prof i le molding

bit. For crown moldin-9, I first rip rny blank /+" wider than

the f inal width. then rout

the profile on nty router

table with the bit  raised

/s" above the tabletop, as

shown at left. The square

corners (and a pair of

teather boards) keep the

stock snu-9 a-uainst the

fence and tabletop through

the cut. Final ly, i t 's back

to the tablesaw. where I

bevel-cr"rt the waste away.
-Dick Rose, Portland, Maine
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Glamps f rom househo ld  ob iec ts ,
While building a doll house recently, I needed a bunch of small
clamps, so I fashioned my own from wire coat hangers. I built
the bending j, 1 shown below (and in the Full-Size pattern) out
of scraps of ;:, plywood and a short piece of 3A" dowel. Each
finish nail srr 

'-ls 
about t/+" proud of the bending jig.

Cut a piec, rf coat hanger wire (or %" welding rod) about
l4-18" lon-e .,. 1 wrap it around the dowel, starting from the
middle. Ther .'rap each loose end of the wire around the
form. as sho' l in the Full-Size pattern. The wire will want to
flex back or :')u, so finish each bend with a pliers.

dowel-''--___

rev i  s i ted
While the arms of the clamp are still separated, cut the ends

to length, and grind or file the tips flat. (For clamping mitered
corners on small frames, grind each tip to a point to pull the
joint together as shown.) Once you have the jig built, you can
crank out as many mini-clamps as you like at no cost.

-lan Beaton, Kamloops, B. C.

I n l

Shop  p tn  {u iz :  Gan  you  d raw the

By itself, my t i-riesaw's fence just isn't reliable when it
comes to lock'.'ig it parallel to the blade. So I transfened the
graduations of a ruler to the front and back edges of the
tabletop, as sb ;v. in the drawin g at" right. Here's how.

I attached arr , .iliary fence to the miter gauge, then cut a
kerf in the fen.,*' Jsing this indexing kerf, I scribed "zero"

marks on my tetop at the front and rear edges.
(Remember, th ) are "zeros" for both sides of the blade.)

Next, I stret,,:f.-d strips of masking tape along the front and
rear of the tabl. , and transferred the graduations from a steel
rule to the tape. ' used my engraver to trace through the
graduations, th removed the tape and lightly sanded the
sharp edges le by the engraver.

Now, I can .rign my fence parallel to the blade, front and
rear, without a lot of fussing and test-cutting. As a bonus,
the marks work even if I have an auxiliary face attached to
my fence.

-Barry Brigmon, Gadsden, AIa.

6
n

FULL.SIZE PATTERN

points for use
with mitered
corners.

pa ra l le l s?

Continued on page 42
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Continued from page 4l

Don t t  fence  your  bench top
Like a lot of woodworkers, I inset my

mitersaw lower into my benchtop so I

could use the bench as stock support. I

wanted to be able to use a workstop for
repetitive cuts, but I didn't want to sac-

rifice usable bench space by running a

fence down the middle of it, so here's

what I did.
Instead of a fence, I routed a t/+" slot

3/s" deep where the fence would have

been and placed a self-sticking, left-
reading measuring tape in the bottom of
it. For a workstop, I tighten my table-

saw's feather board-the kind that

clamps into the miter-gauge slot-in the

fence slot as shown at right. On those

occasions when I need a fence, I simply

drop a 3/q"-thick fence in the slot.
-Larry Niehus, Sioux City, lowa

Miter-slot
feather board

Continued on page 44

'AII ny tools
shoulil he this

The Accu-MiteP
is a professional
miter gauge that

makes pertect
angles easily.

Shot-pin action
assurds dead-on

accuracv for
t 'common angres -

ptus a prec6e
protractor scale for

eveffiing in
betvveen!

Optional accessories:
manual clamy

pneumatic clamy
3/6'" x 3/4" miter bar-

OUr free 800 Dutch Square Blvd., Suite 200, Columbia, SC 29210

brochure. 1-800-382 -2637 / SC 803-798-1600
www. thej dscompany.com

We do not recommend operating without
the nw blade guard, as is shown here.

US Patent #5,038,486

il PillJ Y

/a

/'z-

Reeto a
GoodHorne

Accept no imitations!
Buy the Performax 16-32
Plus Drum Sander, the
industry's original drum
sander, and receive the
accessory pacKage
absolutely FREE!

Package includes:
Infeed/outfeed tables

Conveyor belt tracker set
Box of ready-to-wrap
sandnaner sized to fit

$131 accessory package
FREE

The power to shape your idea, ftnfORM4(
JET, Performax and Powermatic - A Family Of Brands

Offer effective September 1 , 2000 through [,4arch 31 , 2001 . 800-334-49] 0 . www.PerformaxProducts.com
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Continued from page 42

Mini-scraper gets
right to the point
For removing glue squeezeout from

inside corners of your projects, make a

mini-scraper. Remove the blade from

your hobby knife, and replace it with a

triangular glazing point, as shown

below. (They're normally used to hold

window glass in place before glazing.)

Because the manufacturer stamps

them from sheet-steel, one face of each

point has a small burr around the

edges. Scrape with that face down.

With three edges on each point and

dozens of points in a box, one box lasts

a mighty long time.
-Mark Williams, Rockford, lll.

A few more tips from our
woodworking pros

.Need to scrollsaw a piece that's so

large you can't spin it completely

around on your saw without hitting

the upper-arm support? See how we

worked around this problem in the

scrollsawn-shelf on page 56.
.When you need to clamp the center

of an assembly but don't have a

deep enough clamp, turn to your

drill press or lathe, as shown in the

photo on page 63.8

.l
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the story of wood
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Some stock costs a bundle. Some
you can hardly find at all. Yet scarcity

results for many reasons.

ink ivory has been called the world's rarest wood.

It 's never been available in commercial quantity.

That's because the relatively small trees that pro-

duce it grow sparsely in their arid, South African range. lt 's

also because the Zulu tribe holds the tree sacred and only

a chief can fell one. As a result, l i tt le pink ivory ever got out

into the rest of the world. Today, chances are that any pink

ivory you'l l f ind comes from a number of trees cleared a

decade or so ago during a major dam construction.

Because that l imited supply has dwindled, you'l l

pay dearly for any of it. That's just one of the sto-

ries behind rare wood.

Endangered trees don't
Some tree species have been
overcut to near extinction.
Endangered species of trees, such as

fall 
' '  ' '- ' i l 

=

the ones that produce Brazilian rose-
wood and pernambuco, end up on a
list generated by the Convention on nts

.,g#.);"I'

Trees bow to expansion
As populations grow and towns and cities spread'

humanity encroaches on the land until few trees remain.
Wild pear trees once grew throughout Switzerland. But as

the small country's population expanded, the pear began
to disappear. It happened in Great Britain, too, with the

English yew. If you can find any wood from
these trees at all, it will be in small

pieces and quite costly.

F-"q:' F
t lr f

', i l i
.'ii!'International Trade in Endangered &J t

Species (CITES). Signed by 144 ?i;ro.i.
countries, the CITES treaty bans a
listed species from world trade.

Sorry no boards
aVailable cou"rnment restric-
tions often can limit the supply of \-.:..'*
certain woods in world trade. *..ni&n#*.
Indian rosewood isn't allowed to
leave India in board or log form.
Before the wood enters the world
market, value has to be added that eco-
nomically benefits the country. That "value
added" may consist of sawing the lumber into
part blanks for musical instruments or some :
other form of machining that creates more jobs
for the nation's people.

Some governments also control all logging and
pricing. Indonesia, for instance, presently has set
high prices for teak. Buyers then go elsewhere.
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the stcry cf wood

Quality not quantity
Extensive processing to get perfect
stock reduces availability and drives
up the cost.
Gaboon ebony, at about $70 per
board foot, may be the most \
expensive wood dealers regular-
ly carry. And its price doesn't . r
reflect any scarcity of the tree
from which it comes. It grows
plentifully in Gaboon and Nigeria.
The reason it costs so much: Users
demand jet black, dense wood.
Anything less, although still good
stock for many uses, has become
unacceptable for projects, at least to
American woodworkers.

Sometimes,
trees succumb

At times in history man or government
has had nothing to do with the disappear-

" ance of a wood from the marketplace.
. In the United States, the mighty

"-t' 
- from the nation's forests and

..,,*.-^.-. . byways in but a few decades. It suc-
cumbed to the chestnut blight. And

.:., although scattered examples of the
stately American elm still exist, its

.''.: -". sweeping destruction by Dutch elm
disease besan in the 1950s.

lmport not export a country may
choose to allocate its wood for national use.

Japan has much well-managed forest land, and the
wood from it has time-honored uses. However, to

Japan's consumers the cost of native wood, such as fig-
ured tamo, a species of ash that frequently displays

"peanut" figure, runs high. To satisfy the demand, tamo
often is sliced into very thin veneer and then applied to
imported Douglas fir or other softwood. Uses like that

explain why the Japanese import 70 percent of their
wood and export little except extremely thin veneer.

:1.r,

Top dollar gets the logs A type or wood
"4 may owe its rarity to temporary popularity.

,, ' i" Sometimes, a wood you'd l ike to use just isn't
;..,,' 1-. available in any large quantity as boards. Why

', ', not? When the "look" of a certain wood
,.gi;r, becomes popular with designers and architects,

:: loes of that wood head for veneer mills rather

,'i' than sawmills. And the veneers end up as
architectural paneling and other products in

. demand. Becaur. ih.y get so much product from
them, the veneer mills can pay 10 to 20 times

more for logs than sawmills. That's the case, at this
writing, with quartersawn anigre from Africa.

World banking stops the flow
A country sometimes quits exporting wood when the

International Monetary Fund puts its foot down.
When the International Monetary Fund discovers that a

developing nation it's planning to fund is selling off natural
resources, including logs, restrictions go into effect. And the

wood species from that country vanishes from the marketplace.

Written by Peter J. Stephano with Keith Stephens, President,
Woodworkers Source, Phoenix, Arizona. l l lustrations: Brian Jensen
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Victims of war Givir war
and other internal unrest limit log-
ging and slow world trade.
Wenge comes fromZaire. Indian
ebony and Ceylon satinwood origi-
nate in Sri Lanka. But unless those
countries' civil wars come to an end
before you read this, those woods
are in limited supply. What there is
carries a hefty price tag.

*"4
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time space
umbrota, Minnesota, lies 29
miles to the north of bustling
Rochester. home of the world-

renowned medical facility, the Mayo
Clinic. There's little of great note in this
typical town of 2,000 people. It seems a
great place to live and raise a family-
tidy, quiet, and with just enough busi-
nesses to supply daily needs. To clock-
maker James Borden. its small-town
pace perfectly reflects his view of time.

"Time isn't a cold calibration of the
passage of seconds, minutes, hours,
days, and years, but a progression from
one event to another," says Jim, his boy-
ish face flashing a smile. "That's why
my clocks have only hands. No face. No
numerals. I think of them as living
things, a type of creature sculpted of
wood that happens to tell time."

A big creature
lives on the lawn
Jim calls his clocks "Timeshapes."
Crafted of solid woods for the most part
native to Minnesota, they first capture
your eye with size and form, then mes-
menze you with graceful movement.
"The clocks are strictly my design, and
the process I've developed to make them
is more that of a freehand woodworker
than that of a precision machinist," he
comments. "Right from the beginning I
had a problem keeping the works boxed
in like a traditional clock. I'11 show vou
what I mean."

Although Jim stores his clock invento-
ry in a loft gallery on the second floor of
his converted-barn workshop, he jumps
from his workbench and motions out-
side. He strides across the vast lawn to a
windmill-type structure rising 26' into
the air.

"This was an experiment that I built
two years [rgo," he almost exclaims in
excitement. "I wanted to see how a clock
would work outdoors, unprotected. It's
all made of white oak, with a gear wheel
10' in diameter and a 5' escapement
wheel. The pendulum weight is 70
pounds of cast concrete."

Jim clambers up the weathered struc-
ture, intending to start the mechanism
moving. Then he stops to call down, "It
won't run for long. Too windy. A sud-
den gust catching the pendulum will stop
it dead." And after a few moments. one
does exactly that.
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Back on the lawn, Jim puts his hands on
his hips, looks up at the clock, and says,
"I think I'm on a scale that no one else is
doing. I started making clocks small,
then they got larger and larger. But this
may be the limit, for now."

From humanities
to timepieces
Raised in Rockford, Illinois, Jim did lir
tle actual woodworking as a youngster.
It wasn't until he was enrolled at Blair,
Nebraska's Dana College in the late
1970s that his latent craftsmanship start-
ed ticking.

"I was a humanities major," he starts to
explain. "But there, you were always
encouraged to do work outside your
major. So one semester, a classmate,
Tom Kendall, and I took independent
study and built a tall clock with wooden
works. An old man in the area gave us
advice. It was pretty tough. Because of
money constraints, we used salvaged
wood, and spent hours filing gear teeth
that we'd cut on a bandsaw. Finally,
though, we had a towering lz'-tall
grandfather clock built in kind of a clas-
sical Greek style.

"To this day," Jim continues, "I credit
that school for communicating to me
that anything is possible. It was that type
of study that helped me to arrive at the
connection between timekeeping and
woodworking art. That clock back in
college got the ball rolling."

After the first timepiece, Jim started
picking up old clocks at garage sales to
tinker with, fix up, and resell. "I had
plans to go to the seminary after college
graduation, but I became obsessed with
clocks," he recalls. "So the summer after
graduation, Tom and I tried to go into
production from my parents' home in
Rockford. We thought we could get
commissions for clocks from large cor-
porations in the Chicago area. Well, we
never got any. And in retrospect, I'm
glad that we didn't because we really
didn't know what we were doing!"

Not discouraged, Jim continued to
build clocks alone. "In 1981, it seems
that I made clocks 12 hours a day, seven
days a week, I was so inspired," he
remembers. "But I didn't sell many of
the ones I made."

Finally, Jim decided to shelve his tools
and pursue his original plan by enrolling

A clock begins as a pile of wheels and
boards on the shop floor because Jim
doesn't sketch his designs on paper.

in a Lutheran seminary in Dubuque,
Iowa. For a few years he had little to do
with clocks. But he couldn't keep his
mind off of them, and eventually started
collecting antique ones and working on
them. Then he met Barbara, also a sem-
inarian, and they married. "We moved
downtown and I opened a clock shop in
a historic tourist district," Jim recounts.
"I had maybe 100 antique clocks for
sale, and did repair work. It became my
full-time occupation as I was finishing
up my classwork."
When in 1988 Jim's wife was offered a

job as pastor in Wykoff, Minnesota,
they moved. Because the mostly rural
area wasn't conducive to an antique
clock business, Jim once again began
creating his own. "The sand shifted
from antiques to my own ideas," he
says. "I didn't sell much there, but for-
tunately Barb had a steady income and I
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Much like decorating a Christmas tree,
Jim hangs sculpted bits of wood to a
clock in progress to properly balance it.

had the opportunity to follow my own
thoughts. Some of the designs I'm work-
ing on now are the result of that time."

Events that shaped time
Zumbrota beckoned in 1992. Barbara
became the town's Lutheran pastor and
Jim continued his clockmaking. This
time there was a new twist. His clocks
were actually beginning to sell.

At an American Crafts Council show
in St. Paul that year, Jim sold a 2s'-tall
timepiece to a medical systems company
for display in its corporate headquarters.
"It had an 8' gear wheel," he says. "I had
to take it there to install, and go back a
few times. It needed a lot of adjustment
because it was surrounded by windows
in an atrium. so the wood had some
movement." Jim sold three other clocks
at that show, which marked his first real
entry into commercial crafts.

www.woodmagazine.com

As consumers began taking notice of
Jim's timepiece sculptures, so did the
experts. Entries in two clock-building
contests sponsored by the National
Association of Watch and Clock
Collectors (NAWCC) Museum in
Columbia, Pennsylvania, resulted in
back-to-back first-place awards. In
1994, some of Jim's clocks formed a
special, half-year-long exhibit at the
NAWCC Museum that drew raves.

Even though he's mingled with the
experts, Jim admits to little knowledge
of the language of horology (timekeep-
ing science). "There are a lot of terms
that I don't know or use much.
Clockmaking has its own jargon," he
says. "Yet, it doesn't matter about the
terms, as long as I understand what they
describe and how a clock works. And
I've always been pretty good at under-
standing mechanical things and physical

Timeshapes" all-
wooden clock sculp-
tures start at $5,000.
Allfeature pendulums,
and some self-wind.

laws. With a calculator I can figure out
the gear ratios and the number of teeth
on a gear. Knowing how to apply it is the
real challenge."

Woodshop horology
Most of the wood for Jim's clocks
comes from the hardwood forests of
southeast Minnesota. He buys it direct
from a mill that custom-saws for him.
And he often visits there to find just the
right stock.
In storage, you'll find ash, cherry, hick-

ory, maple (some carrying the dark lines
of spalting), walnut, and a smattering of
red and white oak and other woods.

Many of the rough-sawn boards
approach 20" rn width, and there's an
explanation. "I don't like edge-joining
wood," says the clockmaker. "So I try to
make each part in a clock out of one
piece of wood. And for that part, let's

Continued

At his bandsaw, Jim freehands stock
through the blade to rough-shape a new
pendulum for a clock.
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time space

To make his own dowels, Jim invented a
simple jig that mounts to his stationary
belt sander. Pressure from the adjustable
wooden platen holds the wood against
the belt as he turns it with his fingers.

Jim's clocks never have numerals because he
likes the simplicity of telling time only by the
position of the hands.

In this clock, bui l t  in the
early 1990s, Jim used a
mix of walnut, maple,
and cherry for contrast.

weight size, I use a slow pendulum. You
see, the length of a pendulum, depending
on type, can determine its speed. My
compounded ones run from a second and
a half to four seconds per arc, like a
metronome. The weight above the pen-
dulum hub, in the escapement, tends to
slow the pendulum down.
"And when you slow it down, there are

so many fewer ticks per minute that the
gear ratio doesn't have to be so high and
you only need one main gear wheel," he
further explains, pointing to the mecha-
nisms on the wall. "That decreases the
amount of power needed to run the
clock, and takes away a lot of the friction
you'd otherwise have. There's a trade-
off, though. A slow, compounded pendu-
lum, is less accurate. And with wood,
you have to consider humidity. When
wood picks up moisture, it adds weight.
So depending on humidity, a wooden
clock can run alternately fast and slow."

To Jim, though, timekeeping accuracy
isn't foremost. It's the wav it's viewed.

Shaping the gear wheels' faces adds to
the sculptural effect of the clocks.

say it's a curving pendulum, I'll use a
board with sweep. It's stronger and
more stable that way."
Jim even goes so far as to make a clock

from the wood of a single log, if possi-
ble. "I don't usually wolry about dimen-
sional change because I'm mostly work-
ing with lengths, and shrinkage is less
along the grain," he adds. "And I leave
enough spacing between parts to allow
for swelling without binding up the
works. The hand shaft, where one rod
goes through another, is about the only
place I worry about change. The wood I
use there-usually ironwood-has to
expand and contract at the same rate."

Most of the challenge Jim faces with
his timepieces is balance. He explains,
"A traditional escapement will be much
smaller than those I build. Because my
clocks are so large,I'm always battling
to decrease friction by balancing it as
perfectly as possible so that I don't have
to use 50 pounds of weight to get the
works moving. To help reduce the
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Cutting teeth
in timely fashion
Not long after building his first wooden
clock-and filing all the gear teeth-Jim
devised a faster, more precise method.
With the indexing jig shown cente\
opposite page, he can shape the teeth (or
the slots for teeth) on a wheel up to 8' in
diameter. Wheels over 4' in diameter
always get separate teeth, usually of a
contrasting wood.

"I normally rout 12 to 15 wheels at a
time," Jim notes. "All I have to do is
slide the router along its track to cut the
same tooth in every wheel. It takes about
a minute, then I shut off the router, and
turn the wheels to the next tooth.
Usually, I'll have to stop about halfway
through all the teeth and sharpen the bit.
But I grind my own profiles in high-
speed steel, so I'm used to it."

In addition to his indexing jig, Jim has
come up with another dandy device.
Because his clocks require dowels of
varying sizes, made of woods not readi-
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At the lathe, Jim drills out a dowel that the
hand shaft will pass through. He prefers iron-
wood for those parts.

A mantel-size clock like this one of
maple that stands about 24" high
requires more work to make than a
large one. lt sells for $8,000.

ly avai lable, he fashioned a doweling j ig

that clamps to his stationary belt sander.
"My clocks are doweled together, and
they use dowels for hand shafts. I found
that I  couldn't  buy the r ight sizes in the
woods that I  needed, so I bui l t  this," Jim
says as he demonstrates making a dowel
(see fop, opposite page). "If I'm making
a thin dowel, I  can do i t  in one pass."

The clock a month club
Although the time spent working on a
clock can vary with its size and com-
plexity, Jim estimates that he averages
one clock a month. And every one gets
the same finish.
"I 've come to trust a mix that I came up

with several years ago," says the crafts-
man. "It 's a mixture of polyurethane and
linseed oil. After the last fine-sanding
with 400-grit, I wipe on a three part lin-
seed oil, one part polyurethane mix,
wipe off the excess, then let it dry for a
day or so. For the final finish, I use a
50/50 mix, and put on two coats."

www.woodmagazine.com

A router mounted on a sl iding
track cuts the teeth for gear
wheels. The fixture will take a
wheel up to 8' in diameter.

Jim's f inish gives the wood a satin
glow. "At one time, I mixed the woods
I 'd use in a clock, such as maple to con-
trast with walnut. But now I want a uni-
form look, so except for the teeth of
large gear wheels, I usually use only one
type of wood in a clock," he says,

His customers, now mostly individuals
rather than companies because his
clocks are now of a size that fits in a
home, seem to appreciate the look, too.
"Customers are interested in what they
see in front of them," he observes. "l
guess that 's  why I 've  not  had any
requests for clocks made in an unusual
wood. I f  I  do get a commission, i t 's nor-
mally for a larger size. And thank good-
ness people seldom ask for a smaller
version. Making a clock smaller is hard-
er than making one larger because it gets
very complex. And I don't  need any
more complexity than I have."Q

Written by Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Layne Kennedy

How a clockwork works
A clockwork is a train of intermeshed gears and
pinions-a transmission machine-set in rotary

motion by the kinetic energy of a falling weight.

At the top, the escapement mechanism divides

the weight's long fall to the floor into tiny incre-

ments as a swinging pendulum regulates the

weight's rate of fall, stretching the energy into

brief, uniform, and countable bits,

While you can trace toothed wheels back to the

ancient Greeks who used them to compute rela-

tive positions of the sun, moon, and planets,

clocks as we know them didn't appear in Europe

until the 14th century, when monks developed

weight-driven clocks to signal prayer times.

Clock faces with hour hands came about in the

16th century. They were not accurate enough,

though, to have a minute hand. Clocks became

accurate only when the pendulum was added

100 years later.

The swinging pendulum attracts lhe most atten-

tion, but it performs only as a regulator. All ener-
gy comes from the falling, suspended weight.

The wheel train transmits this kinetic energy to

the time-computing motion works for display by

the hands, and also to the escapement. The

energy going to the escapement induces its

release/relock sequence which relays regular

impulses to the pendulum to keep it swinging.

Each swing lets the escapement unwind, creat-

ing a tick.

Gear wheel

Pinion

ESCAPEMENT

Hour
wheel

TIME TRAIN

Spindle

Pendulum bob

PENDULUM
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Let's cut the
parts to shape
I From %" mahogany cut all of the
I parts listed in the Bill of Materials on

the next page.Use a stopblock to cut the
shelves (B), bottom apron (C), and top
apron (E) to the same length. (See the
Exploded view on page 59.)
f) Make and adhere two complete side
I paterns to the sides (A), using the
Full-Size Side Pattern and instructions
in the WOOD PATTERNS@ insert. With
spray adhesive, mount the other patterns
for the bottom apron (C), top apron (E),
and top trim (F).

How to cut workpieces too
The sides of this shelf measure 26V2"
long-significantly longer than the
throat depth (the distance from the
blade to the cutting-arm support) of
most commonly available scrollsaws.
This situation presents a challenge
because for most of the cuts in the
sides (A) you can't spin the work-
pieces in a 360'circle.

Note: You may be tempted to stack-cut
the sides (A), meaning you only need one
copy of the pattern. We tried this, but
didn't find much titne savings in doing
so. We also discovered that scrollsawing
th.e sides individually yielded more-
accurate cuts and less burning.

Q Drill all start holes and saw the pat-
L,l terns to shape. Chances are the
throat on your scrollsaw is not deep
enough to allow you to swing the sides
completely around while cutting. As we
discovered, you can tackle this problem
in one of two ways as described in the
boxed information below.

long for your saw's throat
Nevertheless, with a little ingenuity,

you can make these cuts with any
scrollsaw. Here are two methods.

First, you can make a series of cuts
like those shown in the Cutting
Sequence for Sides drawing below
left. This can prove a little confusing,
to say the least, for the beginning
scroller. And, stopping a cut midway

Time to assemble
your top-shelf project
I Mark the back edges of the sides (A)
I for the locations of the shelves (B),

as indicated on the side pattern.Di'll V8"
guide holes at each of the hole locations
on the side patterns.
Designate one of the side pieces for the

right side of the shelf. On this piece,
counterbore and drill shank holes into
the pattern face at the guide-hole loca-
tions. On the other side piece (for the
left side of the shel0, counterbore the
face that's opposite the pattern face. (If
in doubt, arrange the pieces in their

Continued

along a line often leaves a telltale
inegularity in the cut.

We had our best results by making
part of the cut in the typical fashion
with the teeth facing forward, then
reversing the blade so its teeth point
away, as shown below right. Getting
use to pulling the workpiece through
the blade takes a little practice.

CUTTING
SEQUENCE
FOR SIDES

You can make the cuts in the sides by
sawing a part of the pattern with the
teeth facing forward, then finishing the
cut with the teeth facing backward.
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scrollsawn
wall shelf

Af ign the shelves with a square, clamp them in place, and drill lheT/aq" pilot holes using
the shank holes as guides.

Space the top lrim'r/q" lrom the back edge of the top, and position the top apron 1/2" trom
the front edge of the top.

58

assembled positions-the counterbores
must be on the outside faces of the
sides.) Remove all patterns and adhe-
sive. Sand smooth.
l^) With a square align the shelves (B)
L at their marked locations on the
sides (A). Dry-clamp them together and
drill pilot holes using the shank holes as
guides. (See the photo at left, top.)
Screw the shelves in place.

Q Appty glue to the straight edge of
\J the bottom apron (C). Position it
between the sides, and clamp it to the
bottom shelf. Dril l  pilot holes, and
screw in place.

A Counterbore and drill shank holes in
T the top (D), according to the
Exploded View drawing.

A Apply glue to the straight edges of
t*,/ the top apron (E) and top trim (F).
Clamp E and F to D, where shown in the
Top Side View detail and depicted in the
photo at left, bottom.

ft After the glue dries, position the
L/ D/E/F assembly atop the sides. Drill
pilot holes, and secure with screws.

J From scrap mahogany, cut 3/8"

I plugs. Glue the plugs into the coun-
terbores, being careful to match grain
color and direction. Saw off the excess
plugs and sand smooth.

Q Appty the finish of your choice. We
\J stained our shelf with Minwax red
mahogany no. 225, and used a cotton
swab to work stain into the cut-out
areas. Then, we applied a topcoat of
Minwax satin polyurethane.

Add wall hangers like those shown in
the Exploded View. You're donelJF

'/2D top

A sides Yzo 51/z' 26Vz' M

B shelves 15" M
C bottom apron lz' 31/a' 15' M

17^ M
E top apron Yz' 25/e' 15n M

F top trim V2' 53/e' 16' M

Material Key: M-mahogany

Supplies: Wall hangers (2),#6xt/2" panhead wood
screws (2), #8x1 flathead wood screws (22),
stain, clear finish.

Buying Guide
Hardwood kit. All the individual pieces cut slight
ly oversized (but not scrollsawn) from %'-thick
Honduras Mahogany and two wall hangers. Kit
W128, $64.95 ppd. Heritage Building Specialties,
205 N. Cascade St., Fergus Falls, MN 56537. 0r
call 800/524-4184 to order.
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EXPLODED
vtEw

7a" counterbore
tA" deep, with a
7gz" shank hole
centered inside

#8 x  1"  F.H.
wood screw

#6xlz"  P.H.
wood screw

Wall hanger
6u

z/e+" pilot hole
g/q" deep (

a,\

.i.*

Written by Bill Krier with Charles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: RoxannE LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
Design: Dirk Boelman

vwnr.woodmagazine.com

1Yz'

3/t'

7/u" pilot hole Ta" deep

7/u" pilot hole 7+" deep

See the
WOOD PATTEFTVSo insert
for the full-size patterns.

Ta" counterbore
/+" deep, with a
s/se" shank hole
centered inside

T.
#8 x 1"  F.H.
wood screw

-rr
-'))

7a" plugs

\rf

\rr

#8 x  1"  F.H.
wood screw

\ r r  )
-_r(

\rr

g/s" counterbote Vc" deep, with a
7sa" shank hole centered inside
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Bui ld a b lank
for the top bowl

Locate the center on the bottom face
of a lVzx8t/zx8t/2" blank.

(We made all parts of our compote
from cherry. If necessary, you could
edge-glue or laminate stock to make
the blank.) With a compass, draw two
circles around the center, one 8t/+" rn

diameter and the other 3t/+".
Locate the center on the bottom
face of a lx3t/zx3t/2" blank of the

same wood. Draw a 3t/+" circle around
the center. Drill a pilot hole of the size
required for your screw chuck through
the center.

Bandsaw around the 8/+"-diameter
c i rc le  on the I  %"- th ick  s tock.

Bandsaw the 3/+" disc from the l"-
thick stock.

Glue the smaller disc inside the
small circle you drew on the larger

disc. Orient the grain on the small one
to match the grain on the larger blank.

IYote: A lathe scr€w- chuck vvill hold the
stock to turn the contpote bowl cmd
base. Tttrning the center post calls for
a spur-\)pe drive center and a rotating
tail center.

Turn the bowl first
Mount the screw chuck on your
lathe. Thread the hole in the small

face of the blank assembly onto the
chuck. Mark a center for a screw-chuck
pilot hole on the larger face of the
blank. You can do this by bringing up
the tailstock and marking the wood
with the tail center's point. Then, dis-
mount the blank and drill the pilot hole.
Don't drill any deeper than the depth of
the bowl.

If you have a drill chuck and an arbor
to mount it on your lathe's tailstock,
you can drill the pilot hole on the lathe.
After drilling the hole to depth, dis-
mount the blank.

Rechuck the blank with the large
. face against the chuck. Install a

revolving cone center in the tailstock,
and slide it up to support the workpiece
firmly for turning.

True the edge of the larger disc,
and turn it to 8" in diameter. True

the smaller disc, and turn it to 3". (We
used a t/2" gouge for this.)

' Draw a guideline around the edge
of the larger blank Vq" from the top

(the surface that's against the chuck).
You can draw the line accurately by
holding a pencil against the edge of the
turning with the lathe running.

Draw a similar line on the edge of
the smaller disc, t/q" from the glue joint.
Draw a It/2" -diameter circle on the bot-
tom of the smaller disc.

Turn the exterior of the top bowl to
, shape, referring to the full-size half
patterns. Grab a Vz" bowl gouge to cut
the curves easily. For increased stabili-
ty, you can bring the tailstock up for
support during most of the operation.
Maintain a flat surface where the bowl
mates with the stem. That guarantees a
tight-fitting, almost invisible joint.

Continued

COMPOTE FULL.SIZE HALF PATTERN

33/a" dia.

61

63/+" dia.

EXPLODED
VIEW

1112" dia.

21/z'

r 1 1/2"
\ BOWL

\

I 
s/to" deeP

t'" \i

3/a" tenon

2" dia.
1  11 / ro "  d ia .
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compote

,-r''-S*,rr**# -. e.€ -i

Remount the bowl on the screw chuck to turn the inside. Take l ight cuts with a sharp
gouge to prevent knocking the workpiece off the chuck.

62

Finish-sand the exterior with pro-
gressively finer sandpaper grits

from I 20 to 220. Take care to keep the
square edges crisp.

You can apply a lathe finish to the
exterior at this point, or wait until

the compote is completed and finish it
all at once. If you finish the bowl now,
leave an unfinished spot about tA" rn
diameter on the mating surface for glu-
ing. (For on-lathe finishing, we like
Briwax Original or French polish, both
available from Craft Supplies USA,
800/55 l -8876.)

Dismount the turning, and reverse
it on the screw chuck. Turn the

bowl interior and rolled top edge. Turn
the bowl to about 1/+" wall thickness.
Finish-sand the interior and edge. If
you've already finished the bowl exte-
rior, finish the inside now. Dismount
the turning.

Another blank
becomes the base

Locate the center on a lx4x4"
blank of the same wood. Draw a 4"

circle around the center, and bandsaw
the blank. Drill a pilot hole for the
screw chuck all the way through the
blank at the center.

BASE PARTIALLY TURNED

Finish the outside of the bowl on the lathe before reversing it on the chuck to turn the inside.
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fl] Mount the blank on the lathe, plac-
t ine the surface that will be the bot-
tom Jf the base against the chuck.
Bring up the tailstock to support the
workpiece. True the edge, and turn the
blank to 3Vz" diameter.
dft Draw one guideline around the
t**i edge VB" from the bottom and
another one Vz" from the bottom. Turn
the portion between the second layout
line and the tailstock face of the blank
to 2" rn diameter.

Draw a line %" from the shoulder of
the resulting tenon. That line will be
the top of the undercut feature shown
on the pattern. (See the Base Partially
Turned illustration.)
y$ Turn the base to shape, leaving the
Y undercut feature for last. To form
the undercut feature, first shape the
curve from the top of the tenon to the
guideline, using the bowl gouge. Then
cut in at the base of the tenon (shown
on the illustration) with the tip of a3A"
or 1" skew chisel. True the top surface,
which will mate with the stem.

ffi Finish-sand the base, taking care
qJ not to dull the sharp features. If
you're finishing as you go, apply the
finish to the base.

ffi Enlarge the pilot holes in the bot-
LJ tom of the bowl and the top of the
base to 3/e" diameter. A twist drill
chucked in a drill press will do this
most accurately. Drill each hole to a
depth of e/rc".

Now turn a spindle
for the stem
J Replace the screw chuck on the
$ lathe headstock with a standard spur

drive center.
fl} Locate the center on each end of a
{ Vr*tVzx|Vz" piece of stock.

Q Mount the stock between centers,
LJ and round it down to lVt" diameter.

I Mark guidelines 3/q" and lt/q" from
*f the tailstock end of the blank. At
the headstock end, draw Iines 2Vq" and
23/q" from the end. Turn a t/s"-diameter

tenon between each pair of marks. (See
the Turning the Stem illustration.)

ffi Luy out the stem features on the
u"F blank. Turn the stem to shape, rely-
ing on a Vz" spindle gouge and a 1"
skew chisel.

Finish-sand the stem. When sand-
ing a turning between centers, shut

off the lathe after sanding with each
grit, and sand in the grain direction.
This will help minimize circumferen-
tial sanding scratches. Apply finish to
the stem. Part or saw off the waste
ends, leaving the tenons Vz" long.

Put the parts together
{ Dry-assemble the bowl, stem, and
$ base to test the tenons' fit and deter-

mine the best orientation for each part
in relation to the others.
{*} Glue the parts together, and remove
t glue squeeze-out. To clamp the
assembly, first mark the center on a flat
3/cx9x9" piece of scrapwood. Then
hold the scrapwood's center against the
point of the lathe drive center.

TURNING THE STEM

Next, engage the hole in the com-
pote's base on the point of the tail cen-
ter. Slide the tailstock up until the rim
of the bowl contacts the scrapwood
squarely. (If you've already finished
the bowl, put cardboard between the
rim and the scrapwood.) Extend the
tailstock ram to clamp the compote.
,:T If you haven't already finished the
-cJ compote, do so now. After the finish
cures, apply paste wax and buff it. Add
felt to the base bottom. (We pressed
double-faced tape to the felt, cut it to
shape, then pressed it onto the base.)tl

Project designed and turned by Ray Wilber
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photography: Baldwin Photography
Written by Larry Johnston

7a" dia.

Glue the bowl, stem, and base together, and clamp them to complete the project. For a
clamp, you can't beat the lathe.
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mustc om
esigned to accommodate up to 160 CDs,
this attractive storage cabinet keeps your

collection organized and neatly behind
closed drawers.

Start your cabinet by
building the drawers
J Plane stock to Vz" thick, then cut the
I drawer fronts (A), drawer sides (B),

and drawer backs (C) to the sizes listed
in the Bill of Materials. Make one extra
drawer side to use later when positioning
the drawer guide dadoes in the sides (G).
OLay out the drawer sides, and mark
ltni inside surfaces right and left.
Install aVz" dado blade in your tablesaw,
and cut the dadoes for the backs, where
shown on the Drawer drawing. Use a
follower block to prevent tear-out.

Attach a wood auxiliary fence to your
tablesaw rip fence, and position it so the
dado blade just grazes its surface. Now,
cut the rabbets in the edges of the draw-
er fronts, once again using a follower
block. Drill the counterbored holes for
the pulls.

Q Change to a Vq" dado blade, and cut
t -/ the dadoes for the dividers first, then
the grooves for the drawer bottoms in
the fronts, sides, and backs. Shim the
dado blade to e/32", and cut the drawer
guide grooves in the outside surfaces of
the drawer sides.

/l Cut the drawer bottoms (D) to the
at size listed in the Bill of Materials.
Dry-assemble one drawer to check the
fit of the drawer bottom, and make any
necessary adjustments. Glue and clamp
the drawer backs into the dadoes in the
sides, slide the drawer bottoms into their
grooves, then glue and clamp the fronts
in place. Check the drawers for square-
ness, and place them on a flat surface
while the glue dries.

f, Check the dado-to-dado lengths for
vl the dividers (E, F), then cut them to
size. Chuck a Vc" straight bit in your
table-mounted router, and rout the slots
in the dividers, as shown in Photo A.
Interlock the two dividers. and slide
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Center the bit between two fences that
capture the dividers. A stopblock con-
trols the length of the slot.

them into the mating dadoes in the draw-
ers for compartmentalized storage.

Now' make a carcase
to fit the drawers
-l Cut the sides (G) to an oversize width
I of 113/c", and the top and base (H) to

an oversize width of IZVq"; both to the
length shown in the Bill of Materials.
Chuck a chamfer bit in your router. Then
tout 3h" chamfers on the front inside
edges of the sides and both ends and
front edges of the top and base, as shown
on the Exploded View drawing.

D nip off the chamfered edges of the
4- sides (G) to the width listed for the
side trim (I), and those of the top and
base (H) to the width listed for the top
and base trim (J). Mark the mating
pieces for reassembly later, as shown
in Photo B.
With the edges just ripped against your

tablesaw fence, cut parts (G) and (H) to
final width.

Q Install a/q" dadoblade in your table-
t-) saw. and cut dadoes for the sides in
the top and base (H), where shown on
the Parts View drawing.

Note: Measure the outside width of
your drawers. The dimension between
the dadoes in the top and base (H) must
be /a" greater. Make any necessary
adjustments to the location of the dadoes
for a goodfit.

Cut the rabbets for the back (N) in the
inside back edges of the sides (G). Next,
cut the rabbets on the ends of the sides so
they fit snugly into the dadoes in the top
and base. Finally, rout a stopped rabbet
between the side dadoes in the top and

Index marks on a piece of tape in the
path of the cut ensure proper reassem-
bly later.

3sAo" Iong spacer block. Install a Vq"
dado blade in your tablesaw, and adjust
it to cut V+" deep. Position the rip fence
3e/rc" to the right of the blade. Fit your
miter gauge with an auxiliary fence to
support the workpiece and reduce
tearout. Using the rip fence as a stop, cut
the top drawer guide dado in each side.

E Fit the indexing strip in one of the
vf dadoes you just cut, and place the
extra drawer side over the strip, engag-
ing the groove in the drawer side. Push
the drawer side toward the bottom end
of the side (G) to take up the Vtz"
play in the groove, and clamp it in
place. Position the 354e" spacer

Continued

DRAWER

lc" dadoi+" deep

Vee" groove 7ro" deep
t/2" rabbel

t/q" slot 3%0" long
--T

I
I

6u

-J

base. See the Top and Parts View.

/l Prepare to cut the drawer guide
-t dadoes in the sides (G) by making

17/u" counlerbore %e" deep
with a 1tlo+" hole centered inside

an indexing strip :/s" wide and I0Vz"
long that fits snugly in a Vq" dado and a

2'l lz" dadoV+" deeP

wurw.woodmagazi ne.com

3" brass pull t/2" rabbet/n" deep
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Use a craft or utility knife to mark the
location of the top of the next dado in the
carcase side.

against the bottom of the drawer side,
and mark the top of the next drawer-
guide dado, as shown in Photo C.

Use the marked side to reposition the
rip fence, and cut the second dado in both
sides. Now, repeat this process until you
have cut all the drawer-guide dadoes.

ft Align the index marks on the side
\,1moldings (I) with those on the sides
(G), mark trim lines at the shoulders of
the top and bottom rabbets in the sides,
and trim the moldings to length. Glue
and clamp the side moldings to the sides

lz" rabbel t/q" deep on outside face

and the top and base moldings (J) to the
top and base (H).

J Cut the drawer guides (K) to size, as
I shown on the Exploded View draw-

ing. Chamfer one end of each, and glue
and clamp them in the side dadoes, cen-
tered front-to-back.

Note: To allow for seasonal wood
movement, the guides are t,/a" shorter
than the sides. Glue only I" at the center
of each guide.

Q Glue the tongues on the ends of the
(J sides into the dadoes in the top and
base. Clamp the assembly, check it
for square, and place it on a flat surface
to dry.
(^) To check the width of the front (L),
Y shde the bottom drawer into place.
Measure the distance from the bottom of
the drawer front to the top of the base (H).
Subtract Vrc" from this dimension for the
width of (L). Cut the front to size, and
rout the rabbet in the ends and bottom, as
shown on the Exploded View drawing.
Remove the drawer. and set it aside.

TOP

tA" rabbel
/+" deep

@t/q" dadoes
/t" deep

- 1 " , *  ! 1 " f

PARTS VIEW

/q" rabbel
t/q" deep

" dadoes
" deep

{ n Cut the cleats (M) to size. The
| \./ length of the cleats is the same as

the width of the front. Drill the counter-
sunk shank holes in the cleats. Using the
shank holes as guides, drill pilot holes
into the front, and screw the cleats to the
front.  Again,  using the shank holes
as guides, drill pilot holes into the sides,
and screw the front to the sides, where
shown on the  S ide  Sec t ion  V iew
drawing below.

11 Measure the rabbeted opening,
I I and cut the back (N) to size. With

the back in place, drill pilot and counter-
sunk shank holes. Now, screw the back
firmly in place.

Winding i t  up: Finishing
and final assembly
J Remove the dividers from the draw-
I ers. Finish-sand all surfaces and

edges through 220-grit. Remove sanding
dust and apply stain, following the man-
ufacturers directions. We used Minwax
Provincial no. 211.

! When the stain is dry, apply two
4- coats of satin polyurethane, sanding
with 220-grit sandpaper between coats.

Q Let the finish dry for 24 hours, trim
t*.1the screws, and install the pulls. We
bought ours from a local home center.
See the Supplies list for the ones we

SIDE SECTION VIEW

w
th

1/z

GD

\

/

/
l*- 1O%" -----1

Surfaces 6) ano
Qare alig-ned.

/2" fabbelth" deep
on outside face

SIDE



used. Reinstall the dividers, and slide the
drawers in place.

A Ftll the drawers with CDs. Store
't eight in each compartment for easy
retrieval. Now, place the cabinet near
your stereo and enjoy a happy tune.?

A drawer Jronts l/zu 61/z' 11Vz' 0

B drawer sides 1/z' 61/z' 101/z' 0 10

C drawer backs 1/z' 6Vz' 1 1'

D drawer bottoms 1/q' B1/i' 11"

E dividers 1/q' 6" 1 1'

F dividers 1/q' 6 Bl/i

G- sides 3/q, 107/a' 373/a', EO 2

H. top/base 3/q, 107/a, 141/a" E0 2

l.* side molding 3/q' 5/a' 367/a' 0

K drawer guides 1/qu 1/r' 101/z' 0 10

L front 3/q' 4u 115/a' 0

M cleats 3h' 3h' 4'

N back I/qu 121/a' 373/a' H

- Parls initially cut oversize, see instructions.
**Parts cut from oversize parts (G,H).

Materials Key: O-red oak, H-tempered hardboard,
EO-edge-joined oak.

Suppf ies: #8x1t/q" flathead wood screws (8), #6x% flat-
head wood screws (18), Amerock no. BP4235-B pulls (5),
stain, finish.

CUTTING DIAGRAM
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141/a '
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VIEW

Glue center
1 "  on l y .

Ta" chamfer

t/2" rabbel
1/4" deep

x 4" cleat

%0" rabbet t/q" deep
on ends and bottom

367/s'

#8  x  11 /q '  F .H .
wood screw

Te" chamfer

edoe of oartf i)  -  A.- *v-  - '  r - ' -  V par t \U is  r ipped
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slq x 11 1/+ x 96' ,  Oak 
1lq x 48 x 48" Tempered hardboard

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Charles l. Hedlund Project Design: James R. Downing; Dave Ashe
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson Photography: Baldwin Photography
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blgrtlme
at a ripping good price

o, you've outgrown your "starter" tablesaw, ffid you're
ready to upgrade. But you don't have a lot of exfta saw-
bucks lying around to spend on a costly cabinet-style saw.

Don't despair-we tested seven popular tablesaws
priced between $600 and $900 that suit both your

woodworking needs and your budget.

Table manners: How we
treated our guests

To get our testing underway, we first assembled
each of the saws, examining internal and external

components for fit and finish, and noted any diffi-
culties in the assembly process. We then checked
and, if necessary, adjusted each machine's blade-to-
miter-slot parallelism, fence alignment, and bevel

, 
- stops, again noting any problems. Using a precision-

ground alignment plate, we checked arbor runout. You'll find
the results of that test in the chart on pages 72-73.

Next it was time to plug in the saws. To measure each
motor's speed-change under load, we used a phototachometer
to clock the arbor pulley's revolutions per minute (rpm), both
free-spinning and while ripping l/2"-thick pine. We per-
formed each test three times and averaged the results.

Finally, we made a series of crosscuts and rips using each
machine, testing fence operations and the accuracy of the rip
scales at various bevel angles.

Fast ,, r . 
' 

. '

r Athough rnost of the saws in our teet are open.stanl,
contractor-style saws, the Gridy G1023S olosed-stand,
cabinel-sh/e saw falls' ih tl'rrd,sa*.ne pr,ice ranga
r When shopping for a tablesa{4, don'tloverlook the
fence.'Since our last test WAOM magaz,ine, issue'g8),
saw makers have rnade more improvemerfts in this vjtal
component than arrl4where etse.
. futting togetner a t$lesaw can be an afl-day joh
Flowever, trarn of tre sau{s;tfre GrtzAy G1OZOS and
DeWalt D\M46X=corne mostly assembled, so you can
start cutting after onf a few hours.
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tablesavvs
Yhm s#lr#trt $ffiws w* tssts$ prmnn$s* y*e.& hlgilr-
quxm$$ty *sx*w wfrth*wt funsmk$ng the hmnk.
ffi*srd mmt whfrmh mm*e dsfrfrv*n

Motorc, speed, and totque:
The power struggle
Tell a fellow woodworker that you just
bought a new tablesaw, and after he or she
stops salivating, the first question will be,
"How many horsepower?" That's
because a powerfrrl saw makes ripping
and crosscutting a joy rather than a
tedious task.

Call us jaded, but over the yeitrs, we've
learned to take manufacturers' claims
about horsepower with a grain of salt.
(Does it make sense to buy a 6-hp shop
vacuum to clean up after your lr/r-hp
tablesaw?) So we measured power the
way you do: by seeing how each saw
responded while cutting wood.

With proper setup, all of the saws in our
test performed well when ripping stock at
a comfortable 1A-12' per minute feed
rate. If you look at the Power Ratings
chart, below, you'll see that five of the

tablesaws slowed an average of only 175
rpm in our ripping test. However, the Jet
and Powermatic saws slowed significant-
ly during the test, losing about twice as
much as the other saws.'Why?

First off, speed and torque have an
inverse relationship: As speed goes up
torque goes down, and vice versa. The Jet
and Powermatic arbors turn about 1.000
rpm faster than the other saws, so you'd
expect them to bog down more when
being pushed to their limits. Both did.

More importantly, though, the Jet and
Powermatic motors lack a run capacitor.
All of the saws in our test use a start
capacitor that, like the fint cup of coffee
in the morning, provides an exffa boost of
energy to kick-start the motor from a dead
stop. Once the motor gets up to speed, the
start capacitor kicks out. The run capaci-
tor is more like a mid-morning coffee
break. It patiently waits until the motor

bogs down, then jumps
in with another boost to
get you through the tough
spots. Without that extra
kick, we found it easy to stall
both saws when ripping.

Like the Jet and Powermatic
machines, Gizzly's motor lacks a
run capacitor and turns the arbor at
about 4,2N rpm. But with twice the rated
horsepower, we found we could cut mate-
rial at nearly twice the rate of the other
saws with no significant drop in rpm.

Herens our slant on
blade tilt and elevation
When you set up to make a bevel cut
with a tablesaw, you're really tilting the
motor and arbor assembly in unison. To
accomplish this, the entire assembly
hangs on a pair of cast trunnions that
bear the weight of the arbor assembly.
(See photos on the next page.)

These ffunnions ride on saddles at the
front and rear of the saw housing, and
connect to each other by means of a cast
yoke (Grizzly) or a pair of steel bars
@elta, Jet, and Powermatic). Or, both
0unnions and the connector simply may
be one cast piece (Craftsman, DeWalt,
and Ridgid). Of the methods for keeping
the frunnions moving in unison, we found
none any better or worse than the other.

To change blade elevation, all of the
saws we tested use a rack and worm
gear. Compared to the other saws, the
fine rack teeth and threads on the
Craftsman and Ridgid elevation mech-
anisms require an arrn-numbing 36 and

**,#.ffirs of the crank to raise or lower
Continued
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POWER RATINGS: MEASURING THE MUSCLE

ss /u/*{[s/s.ffiFe*
(t

gE
s

CRAFTSMAN 228s9 110/220 11/z 1 3/6.5 2 3,578 3,392 86

DELTA 36-475 110t220 11lz' 12.8/8.6 z 3 , 1  1 7 2,951 oo

DeWALT DW746X 110t220 13lq
'tsn.5 2 3,187 3,009 178

GRIZZTY G 1 023S 220 3 1 8 I 4 ,174 4,011 t o J

JET JWTS-1OCW2-PF 110t220 11 lz 1 8/9 1 4,202 3,864 338
POWERMATIC 64A 1101220 11/z 15n.5 1 4,231 3,810 421

RIDGID ts2424 110t220 11/z 1 3/6.5 2 J.  t . t o 2,960 186

NoTES: 1. (.) Rated Zhpat220V.

2. (1) Start capacitor only.
(2) Start-and run-capacitors.

Measured by phototachometer on arbor pulley.

Ripping 1lh" pine at 12' per minute feed rate.
Results shown are average of three tests.

3.

4 .

www.woodmagazine.com



Note the sturdy internal components of the Grizzly
Gl023S, which includes the rack-and-worm-gear tilt and
elevation mechanisms.

the blade completely. But on the posi-
tive side, those same threads are less
likely to vibrate out of adjustment, so
they don't require an elevation lock
like the other saws.

Craftsman and Ridgid also differ
from the other models in their blade-tilt
mechanisms. Five of the saws use a
durable rack and worrn gear, such as that
shown above left. Craftsman and Ridgid,
on the other hand, employ a long thread-
ed rod that threads into a nut on the arbor
bracket, as shown above right. One end of
that threaded rod mounts to the saw's
stamped-steel housing, which deflects
easily, making the bevel stops feel mushy.
In fact, we turned the crank more than one
full turn past the stop while watching the
housing bulge.

DeWalt engineers really did their
homework when designing their tilt
mechanism. For one thing, they've
geared the system so that one-half turn
of the crank changes the tilt exactly 1o.
And, this is the only saw in the test-
and only the second tablesaw we've
ever seen-that pivots the mechanism
in such a way as to keep the fence scale
accurate at any bevel angle. (See the
"Change in Fence-to-Blade Distance"
column in the chart on page 72.)

The fence can make
or break the tablesaw
We don't ask too much of a tablesaw
fence-only that it glide smoothly,
lock securely and parallel to the blade
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In contrast, the Graftsman 22859 (viewed from below) uses a threaded-
rod-and-nut tilt mechanism attached to the side of the saw housing
(bottom of photo).

Left-tilt vs. right-tilt
arbors: Which way
do you lean?
lf you frequent the WOOD ONLINtu
(www.woodmagazine.com) Tools
and Tool Buying discussion group,
you'll often read about somebody
who wants to know whether to buy a
left- or right-tilting arbor tablesaw.
Intelligent peoplq on both sides
argue passionately for their prefer-
enoe, but each has advantages and
disadvantages.
Left tilt. Most woodworkers run
their fence to the right of the blade;
so if you do a lot of bevel-cutting,
a left-tilting blade is safer. The
blade tilts away from the fence so
the workpiece can't get trapped
and launched. And, on narrow
workpieces, there's more room
between the fence and blade for a
pushstick.
Right tift. On a right-tilting saw,
the arbor flange-from which you
calibrate your fence's rip scale-is
on the right. This means that with
full-kerf, thin-kerf, or dado blades,
your rip scale will always be accu-
rate. On a left-tilting saw, the
scale's accuracy changes with the
thickness of the blade.

Dual cursors keep Delta's scale accurate
regardless of the fence orientation. But
from some viewing angles, we couldn't
tell one increment marking from another.

Some of the tapered increment markings
on the Ridgid TS2424's rip scale don't
reach the cursor.
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throughout its travel, remain parallel if
bumped hard, and have an easy-to-
read rip scale and cursor. For the mcist
part, we were very pleased with the
fences on these saws.

However, our favorite in the test is
Delta's Unifence with its dual-height,
extruded-aluminum fence. In its "flat"
orientation (as seen in the photo on
page 69), it's only Vz" high. So for
narrow workpieces, you can keep your
hand safely away from the blade.
Loosen the T-nuts on the fence body,
remove the fence, rotate it 90o, and
you have a 3Vz" high fence for better
vertical support of tall workpieces.

Another plus for the Unifence and
DeWalt's fence: You can slide the
face partially off the fence body, as
shown at near right, and use it as a
bind-free crosscut stop. Both also
allow you to raise the face slightly to
clear dust and debris. or lower the face
to the tabletop for cutting thin materi-
als, such as plastic laminate.

Grizzly, Jet, and Powermatic all
come with their version of the popular
Biesemeyer-style fence. Each has a
sturdy rectangular tube-steel fence
body with melamine-coated particle-
board faces, easy-to-read scales, and
hairline cursors. Speaking of scales,
those on the Craftsman, Delta, and
Ridgid were difficult to read at times,
as shown in the photos opposite left.

Craftsman and Ridgid each have a
microadjust knob for fine-tuning their
fences. Ridgid's rubber nipple works
well, but we had trouble getting
Craftsman's pinion gear to engage the
rack on the rail.

More things to think
about before you buy
Arbor runout and length. Runout
describes the wobbling caused by a
misaligned blade arbor. We're happy to
report that all of the saws performed
impressively in our test. Measured 5"
from the center of the arbor on a flat
metal plate, we consider any runout
less than .003" to be excellent. Delta,
Grizzly, Jet, and Powermatic all beat
that standard at less than .002". Even
Craftsman's and Ridgid's .004" and
DeWalt's .005" are well within the
acceptable range of runout.

The shortest arbors in our test, found
on the Delta and Ridgid, are long
enough to use a2e/32" stacked dado set.

www.woodmagazine.com

You can use the sliding aluminum fence
faces of the Delta 36-475 and DeWalt
DW746X (shown) as a crosscut stop with-
out trapping the workpiece.

But we couldn't fit a Freud 2e/tz" Dial-
A-Width dado set on either.
Vibration. All of the saws we tested
employ a belt or belts to transfer power
from the drive pulley on the motor to
the arbor pulley. Generally speaking,
the longer the belt, the more prone the
system is to vibration caused by pulley
runout or belt irregularities.

Three of the saws vibrated so little
we could stand a penny on edge on the
tabletop while we ran and stopped the
motor. All three succeed for different
reasons. The Gizzly G1023S, like
most cabinet-style saws, uses three
short belts (which terld to smooth out
any minor variance in pulleys) and a
very heavy cast-iron tabletop and trun-
nions to dampen vibration.

DeWalt and Ridgid both drive with
a single belt. DeWalt's unique motor
placement-below the blade-short-
ens the belt and places the weight
beneath the arbor to reduce motor
bounce. And Ridgid uses a thin, flat
ribbed belt (similar to an automotive
serpentine belt) and nicely machined,
solid steel pulleys (see photo top
ri ght) for vibration-free operation.
Tabletops and extensions. Al l
seven saws have cast-iron tables that
are flatter than most wood you'll cut
on them. (See chart, above right, for
details.) Except for Ridgid and
DeWalt, the saws use solid cast-iron
extension wings. Ridgid's webbed
cast-iron wings can pinch your fingers
as you slide the fence from side to
side, and don't give you a place to put
small workpieces while you work.

The Ridgid TS2424's machined steel pul-
leys and flat, ribbed drive belt made it one
of the smoothest operators in our test.

Delta and Jet add
a medium-density
fiberboard (MDF)
table to the end of
the right extension
wing, widening the
work surfaces to
62" and 563/8",
respectively. You
also could mount a
router in the MDF
tablesaw fence for
routing chores.

table, and use the
both sawing and

Throat plates. First, we want throat
plates to be easy to remove. The inserts
on the Craftsman, DeWalt, and Ridgid
saws fall short here because each
attaches to the saw with a screw.
(DeWalt goes one worse, using a Torx-
head screw to secure the plate, without
including a Torx driver with the saw.)

We also like throat plates that can be
easily duplicated to make our own
zero-clearance inserts. The plates on
the Delta, Gizzly, Jet, and Powermatic
can be cut from %" plywood, and don't
require securing to the saw. Grizzly
and Powermatic, anticipating your
need for dadoes, package two inserts
with the saw-one for a full-kerf blade,
and one for a dado set.
Blade guards and splitters. Once
removed, most safety devices are such
a nuisance to replace that they never
get put back on. That's a shame. But
Ridgid's guard/splitter comes com-
pletely off the saw with a few turns of
a thumbscrew and goes back on just as
simply. Bravo.

Continued

THE FLATNESS FACTOR
MANUFACTURER MODEL A* BI C*
CRAFTSMAN 22859 .023 012 .001
DELTA 36-475 .012 .030 .001
DeWALT DW746X .008 .009 .004
GRIZZLY G1 023S .022 .004 .002
JET JWrS.1OCW2-PF.009 .012 .002
POWERMATIC 64A .043 022 .001
RIDGID rs2424 .010 .006 .001
(-) Inches out of tlat, measured in direction

shown on drawing below.
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ta

Contrary to a typical contractor-style
tablesaw (left), DeWalt hangs the motor of
the DW746X inside the saw housing, mak-
ing the whole machine more compact.

Dusf collection With an open-stand
tablesaw, it's tough to contain the piles
of debris these saws generate. Delta
and Grizzly use a slanted dust chute to
direct falling dust to one side where it
can be collected in a box or swept away
at day's end.

Craftsman and DeWalt capture
debris by surrounding the lower half
of the blade with a dust shroud that
connects to a 2Vz" port, but with dra-
matically different results. Even when
not connected to a vacuum hose,
DeWalt's design directs dust out
through the port. The Craftsman
shroud is supposed to route the debris
to a fine-mesh collection bag. But the
poor location of the exhaust port sends
most of the dust past the port and onto
the tabletop. Even with a vacuum
attached to the port, we observed a dis-
proportionate amount of dust building
up on the table.
Portability.If you're the kind of wood-
worker who doesn't have enough space
in your shop, you'll appreciate the
compact nature of the DeWalt
DW746X. You see, the motor of a typ-
ical contractor-style saw hangs off the
back of the machine (see photo above),
meaning you can't store the saw flat
against a wall. DeWalt's motor-under
design saves 10-13" in saw width.
Grizzly's G10235, a cabinet-style saw,
also will store flat against the wall.

You can buy a mobile base for any
saw in our test, but Ridgid includes a
built-in mobile base as standard equip-
penf-a big plus for the small shop.
The outboard legs on Delta's MDF
extension wing require an extra-long
mobile base to save levelling the legs
every time you move the machine.
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Assembly. All of the saws require at
least a couple of hours assembly time
for attaching the extension wings,
fence rails, and blade guard. Most also
must have their stands, motor mounts,
and belt guards put together, so add
another few hours. On top of that, you
still have to set the bevel stops and
align the blade to the miter slots-
another tedious chore.

But DeWalt and Grizzly came from
the factory with those time-consuming
tasks already complete. We simply
bolted on the wings and rails and were
ready to cut in a couple of hours.

At the other end of the scale, assem-
bling the Powermatic saw turned into a
marathon. First, it took more than an
hour just to remove the petroleum-
jelly protectant from the tabletop and
wings. Second, we couldn't get the
mounting hole on the power switch to
align with it's mating hole on the front
fence rail. And, after we got it all
together, we found that the drive belt

on our saw dragged on the forward
bolt of the belt cover with the blade at
full elevation.
Adjustment and al ig nnenf. Aligning
the blade to the miter slots takes some
doing on most saws. You must loosen
the bolts that mount the trunnions to the
underside of the table, shift the trun-
nion assembly and tighten the bolts. On
the Grizzly G1023S, the trunnions
mount to the cabinet instead of the
tabletop, so you shift the tabletop
instead. Ridgid's system, though, is the
simplest and most effective: It has a set
screw on the back of the saw that
allowed us to micro-adjust the align-
ment from outside the saw.

For setting bevel stops at 45o and
90'. Craftsman. Delta. DeWalt. and
Ridgid use set screws in the tabletop.
They're quite easy to access and
adjust. Meanwhile Grizzly, Jet, and
Powermatic have bolts under the table
that are more difficult to access, but
every bit as effective.
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CRAFTSMAI22859 110t2201 \  l z ST 3 3/a 21/q Zq 30 c l RV c l L TN 31 r/r  o WG

DELTA 36-475110t2201 1 l z * ST 3 1/a 2 1 / a 0 1 t , 321|tcr/Ms TB R AW 29 1/rc AW

DeWALT DW746X110t22(1 3la )5 3]/a 21/a 1 6 301/z PM RV c l L WG 221lz 0 WG

GRIZZLY G1 0235 220 3 SS 3 l/s 21/a 83/e 26 C I CY R WG 30 1/e WG

JET
JWTS-'10cw2-

PF
110t22(1 1 l z ST 31/a 21/a 127 la 2951a AL TB R AW 29 t l a AW

POWER.
MATIC 64A 110t22(1 1lz ST 3 r/a 2 1131 t 301la c l RV TB WG 30 1/e WG

RIOGID T52424110t22(1 1 l z ST 3 3/s 21/q 243/q 2431q MS RF c l TN 28 1/a WG

NOTES:1. (-) Ratedzhpat220V 5. (Cl) One-piececast- iron
2. (SS) Saw-specif ic welded mount (CY) Cast- iron yoke

(ST) Standard 56 frame 4-b0lt mount (TB) Twin bar

8. (BT) Steel box-tube
(EA) Extruded aluminum
(RT) Sleel round-tube

9. (BT) Steel box-tube with
bolt-on faces

(EA) Extruded aluminum

10. (F) Fence locks at front only.
(FR) Fence locks at lront and rear

3. (AL) Aluminum
(Cl) Cast lron

(MS) Machined steel
(PM) Powdered metal

4. (RF) Ribbed f lat belt
(RV) Ribbed V-belt

(V) V-belt

6.(AW) Adjustable worm gear
(TN) Threaded nut

(WG) Worm gear

7. (Cl) Sol id cast- iron
(l /M) Cast iron and medium-density f iberboard
(SS) Stamped steel
(Wl) Webbed cast- iron
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It's time to put our
cards on the tablesaw
You won't find a more solid performer
than the Grizzly Gl023S for under
$1,000. You'Il never get bogged down
cutting with this 3-hp animal, but you
will need to have a shop wired for 220
volts to use it.

If you don't have 220-volt service
but have plenty of space, you can't go
wrong with Delta's 36-475. It has all
the power and tabletop real estate you

Grizzly Gl0235
(with optional
motor cover)

could ask for in the price range, and a
great fence to boot.

For the small shop, DeWalt's feature-
packed DW746X offers great power in a
compact machine. But if the $900 price
tag is too rich for your blood, save $250
and get the Ridgid TS242L-an easy-to-
adjust saw with excellent mobility.l

Written by Dave Campbell
Technical consultant: Bob McFarlin
ll lustration: Kim Downing
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Delta 36-475

Youtre welcome
to review our review
Do you have one of the tablesaws in our
test? lf so, why not let your fellow readers
know what you think about the tool. We've
set up a discussion group on our web site
for you-and the saw manufacturers-to
do just that. Just click on the "lnteractive
Tool Reviews" button, at www.wood-
mall.com to discuss our findings.

After we completed our testing, we learned that the
Craftsman 22851 will be replaced shortly with the 22859.
Craftsman's Bryan Whiffen said the 22859 will be identical
to the saw we tested except that they've replaced the right
castiron wing with a wider MDF extension wing, added
soft-grip control knobs, and incorporated a T-slot miter
track. The chart below reflects the new model.

And Grizzly Industrial will launch a new edition of the
G10235 saw that runs on either 110V or 220V current. Bill
Crofutt ot Grizzly told us the G102351 10 will sport a 2-hp
motor and a different power switch, but otherwise will be
exactly the same as the 220V-only version we tested.
Crofutt also said he expects the price to be "comparable"
to the 3-hp model we tested.
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36 J S X Z t c l EA EA FR G G G G G 1 yr. TAI 332$800
Powerful saw with left-tiftino blade. We found
the 90' and 45" bevel stoos 

-mushv. 
This model

reolaces the22851 we tested.

12 62 x27 YM EA EA F G G G G 2yr. USA 271 $850
0ur top pick with outstanding construction
throughout. Powerful and quiet with an excellent
fence and large extension table.

221lz 4031a x27 SS RT EA F G G G G t G 2yr. USA 254 $900
Centerhung motor makes this saw more
compact. 0nly saw in our test where the
rio scale remains accurate tor all bevel an0les.

1 6 3631t x27 CI BT BT F G G l, G 'I yr. TAI 360
It you have 220V service in your shop, this saw
gives a whole lotta bang for your buck. 2-hp
version that runs on 1 10 volts is comino soon.

1 3 5631a x2711 t/M BT BT F G G G G G G G 2yr TAI 300$750
A well-built saw with a good fence and large
extension table. Slightly underpowered if
you do a lot of r ipping.

I Z 401 lz x 27 c l BT BT F G G P G G G G 1 y r TAI 310$750 Similar to the JET, but without the fit and finish.

35 44 x27 WI EA EA FR G t* G LIFE USA 245 $650
The best buy in the test with lots of power and
low vibrat ion. Mobile base ($100 value) comes
included. even at this low orice.

rr l excerrent 12,J:l 
iff',',',',1\X,',1','j',',#;y#llf3iili.l$:i;::'J

19'| Oooo 13. (LIFE) Warranted against factory detects for the life of the tool.

ffi ru''. 14. (TAr)Taiwan
lP Poor. (USA) United States

1 5. All orices current al time of article's oroduction and
include shipping, i f  appl icable.
. Does nol include optional motor cover (G9223, $30.) shown

For more information, conlacl:
Cratlsman Grizzly Ridgid
Visit your local store. 8001523-4777 8001474-3443
www.sears.com/craftsman www.grizzly.com www.ridgidwoodworking.com

Delta Jel
800/438-2486 8001274-6848
www.deltamachinery.com www.iettools.com

DeWalt Powermatic
800/433-9258 800/248-0144
www.dewalt.com www.0owermatic.com

wwrrv.woodmagazine.com





A good form helps
this table function
1 To make the leg-bending form paits,
I cut two pieces of zA"-thick medium-

density fiberboard (MDF) to l6t/qx27".
Laminate the two pieces face-to-face,
keeping the edges flush.
Note: Each leg must stay in its fonn for
48 hours for the glue to dry- properl-r-,
meaning it will take six days to make the
three legs. If you want to work faster,
make three sets of the form parts
described here.
f) Make an extra copy of the full-size
L form pattern found in the WOOD
PATTERNSo insert. (You'll need the
extra copy for reference later.) With
spray adhesive, attach a full-size form
pattern to the MDF lamination.

Q With your bandsaw, cut just outside
L,l the curved lines of the three form
parts. Sand up to the lines with a drum
sander for smoothly curving edges.

A Transfer the positions of the two
a sAz" shank holes onto the edges of
the form parts. Also transfer the align-
ment marks for the filler block, and the
reference mark that will help you align
the Vto" strips.

fi Drill starter holes, and cut the three
\,, 3" holes with a j igsaw.

A Ar you remove the pattern, mark the
\,1 form with the numbered positions
of the five clamps. Transfer the edge
marks made in Step 4 onto the faces of
the form parts, and make a note of what
they represent.

7 Apply a coat of oil finish to the faces
I of the form parts. Allow the finish to

dry, then cover the inner edges with
clear packaging tape. This will prevent
glue and leg laminations from sticking
to the form parts.

It 's time to cut thin
strips for the legs
{ Cut 12 pieces of cherry to
I t/qxtt/2x36". Laminate these face-to-

face to make a lVzx9x36" block. Square
one end, and mark a "V" like the one
shown in Photo A.
f) Straighten one edge of the cherry
Lbtock on a jointer, and rip the other
edge so it's parallel.

Q nip the block into %e"-thick strips as
t* / described in the boxed information
at right. Test your cuts in scrap stock to
make sure that 12 of your ripped pieces
stacked together make up a 34" lamina-
tion. You will need 36 good strips. (The

www.woodmagazine.com

block is wide enough to afford you extra
strips.) Keep the strips in the order that
you sawed them from the block, refer-
encing off the "V."

The legs are iust
around the bend
I Stack 12 strips jointed-face-down (the
| "V" wil l help you keep them in the

sawn order), and make a reference mark
on them 8" from one end of the stack.
Get prepared for the next step by placing
an 18x28" piece of cardboard or other
stiff scrap material under your forms to
protect your bench from glue squeezeout.
Have five clamps with 12" jaws ready,

too; you'l l need to work quickly once you
spread the glue. Clamp form part I onto
your bench with its long edge aligned
with your bench edge.
Note: Contran: to hpical clantping w'is-
dont, rlo not ottenxpt to dry'-clamp the
form parts cmcl strips to clteck your setup.
Tlte strips w'ill not be pliable enough to
bend witltout tlte ntoisture the v- pick up

front the glue.

O Apply a layer of slow-setting glue,
4- such as Titebond Extend Wood Glue,
to one face of each strip. (We used a foam
brush to speed things along.) Restack the
strips as you apply the glue.

Corttinued

How to safely and effectively rip thin strips
Sure, you could cut the t/rc" strips
required for this project by simply
adjusting the fence Vta" from the blade,
and ripping away. But there's a better
way. By using the setup in the photos
below, you'll get strips of consistent
thickness while maximizing your mar-
gin of safety.
Here's how to go about it. First, set up

your tablesaw with a splitter and zero-
clearance insert (a throat plate with an
opening that's only as wide as the teeth
of the blade). Place the ripped edge of
your workpiece against your saw
fence. (The other workpiece edge is
jointed.) Adjust the fence to cut a tAo"-

thick strip on the outboard side of the
blade (the side away from the fence).

Make a "stop guide" by jointing one
edge of a flat scrap board that's at least
as long as the depth of your tablesaw
top. Set up a router table or your table-

saw to remove t/s" of material from one
end of the jointed edge to the midpoint
of the edge. Position the stop guide
against the jointed edge of your work-
piece, as shown rn Photo A, and clamp
both of its ends to your tablesaw top.

Place the ripped edge of your work-
piece against the fence, slide the fence
over until the jointed edge of the work-
piece contacts the stop guide, and rip
the first strip. As the end that you're
pushing approaches the blade, use your
free hand to press the strip against the
workpiece at a point just beyond the
splitter, as shown in Photo B. (We used
the end of a pencil eraser to keep dis-
tance between the blade and fingers.)
This allows the strip to completely exit
the blade area without damage.

Lightly joint the workpiece edge you
just ripped. Repeat the procedure
described in the previous paragraph.

Position the end of the sawn or routed
gap in the stop guide with the leading
edge of the saw blade.

Move the strip safely past the blade by
using the eraser-end of a pencil to con-
act the strip after it passes the splitter.
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bentwood accent table

Q Place the stack of strips on edge
U between the three form parts, align-
ing the mark you made in Step 1 of this
section with the reference mark for
aligning t/(," strips on form part 1.
Position and tighten the clamps in their
numbered order. You'll have to muscle
form part 3 into position, as shown in
Plrcto C, before securing clamp 5.

A With a mallet tap down any strips
a that slide up during the glue-up.
You may need to tap the forms and
retighten the clamps to ensure air-tight
joints between the strips. Wipe off
excess glue with a damp cloth. Because
of the high stresses in this glue-up, allow
the glue to dry for 48 hours.

A With a handsaw cut the leg to
r.,/ leneth. even with the ends of the
form pirts. Remove the leg from the
form, and chamfer one end, as shown on
the pattern. Remove any glue from the
form parts. Repeat the process for the
other two legs.

Tapering the legs: Your
router makes it easy to do
J Place a piece of masking tape on both

I les ends. and mark a centerline that
runs 

"across 
the laminations. On the

chamfered end mark lines s/s" on both
sides of center. At the other end, mark
lines /s" on both sides of center.
/-) Place the lee back into the form

-t
4- with the clamps placed underneath.
Align the top line on both ends with the
top of the form, and clamp the leg in
place. (See Photo D.)

Q Set up your handheld router with a
\,1 bottom-cutting bit. We used a 1/+"-
diameter dish-carving bit (Freud item
no. 99-026-others make similar bits).

Build a router sled with two z/+xz/qx6"

scrapwood runners glued %" from the

TABLETOP

Leg location

l- F/16,, ----]

FILLER BLOCK

outer edges of a r/*6x6" piece of ply-
wood with a lVz" diameter hole drilled
in its center. Attach the runnerless side
of the sled to your router baseplate with
cloth-backed double-faced tape. Lower
the bit so it sits Yot" above the surface
that the sled sits on.

A Place the router sled on the form,
tt and remove the leg material sticking
above the form surface. as shown in
Photo D.

f, Loosen the clamps, and adjust the
t -/ les so the other -1/s" and y'e" marks
atign i,,itfr the other side of the form.
Switch the clamps, one at a time, to the
other side of the form, and rout the legs
as before.

ft Before removing the leg from the
\-,1 form, mark the alignment lines for
the filler block. Mark. drill. and counter-
sink the 5lz" shank holes, as shown on
the pattern. Sand the tapered sides of the
les. Transfer the filler-block lines to the

surface of the leg that will face inward
after assembly. Sand the edges smooth.

Assemble the legs to
give your table
something to stand on
I Cut the 4"-long fi l ler block (B) to
I shape according to the Filler Block

drawing. Glue and clamp the filler block
to one le-9.
f) After the -qlue dries, screw the leg to
I u scrap shlet of -%x I 8x I 8" material.
Place gel-type epoxy on the two exposed
faces of the filler block, and hold the
other le-es to the filler block with mask-
ing tape, as shown rn Photo E. Note that
we placed masking tape on the inside of

23',I
13Aa

l

Use arm force to bend the laminations
and draw form part 3 into position so
you can clamp it  to form part 1.

76

We chamfered the end bottoms of the
sled to ensure a smooth ride over the
form during the leg tapering.

Masking tape holds the legs against the
filler block as the epoxy cures. Screws
keep the tops of the legs in a flat plane.
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the legs to keep any runny epoxy off the
le-es. Screw the legs to the scrap sheet
before the epoxy sets up.

Q Atier the epoxy cures, sand off any
\,1 corners of the filler block that stick
out from the le-es.

Top off your project
with a table
J Edge-glue /+"-thick. 23"-lon-e pieces
I of  cheny to make a23x23" tabletop

panel. Sand the panel f lat.

A' legs

B filler block 1%0"-trianoular 4" C

C tabletoP s/t' 22"'round C 1
.Ripped from a 1 /2x9x36" block made up of 12 pieces of
%x1tl2x36" stock.

Material Key: C-cherry

Supplies: #8x1r/t" flathead wood screws, Titebond
Extend Wood Glue, gel{ype epoxy, clear finish,

EXPLODED VIEW

Written by Bill Krier with Charles l. Hedlund
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

www.woodmagazine.com

f) Place the panel face down, and
L mark the radii shown on the
Tabletop drawing. (Mark the JtA" line
lightly so you can easily erase it later.)

Q Bandsaw along the I I "-radius l ine.
\,1 Sand the circle edge smooth.

A Chamfer the edge of the tabletop
T with a router bit. (See the Tabletop
Profile detail drawing.)

fi Place the tabletop face down, align
t -/ the chamfered ends of the legs
along the 7z/+" radius, and attach them

with #8x1t/q" flathead wood screws in
Vz." deep,1/ot" pllot holes.

ft Stand the table upright on a flat sur-
L,l face and measure from the edge of
the table straight down to the bottom of
each leg. Cut the leg(s) to the same
length to eliminate wobble.
-7 

Finish-sand and remove all dust.
t We brushed on two coats of

Minwax gloss polyurethane, followed
by an aerosol coating of Minwax satin
polyurethane.lF

22" diameter

t/2" chamfer

7or" pilot hole
t/2" deep

11/q'Va"

7sz" shank hole,

#8  x  1V4 'F .H .
wood screw u1

See the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert

for the full-size
form pattern.

41

TABLETOP PROFILE DETAIL

L\
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I l l the errlpire state express

Use a handsaw to trim the nose (C) flush
with the bottom of the running board.

ft Remove the machine screw arbor
L/ from the nose. Drill a pilot hole in
the end of the boiler at the punch mark,
apply glue, and screw the nose to the
boiler, as shown on the Engine Exploded
View drawing. The oversized shank hole
in the nose allows for some adjustment
of its position on the boiler.

J 
lVhen the glue is dry, trim the nose

I close to the surface of the running
board, as shown in Photo B, then sand it
flush. Glue a piece ef 3/e" dowel, 7/16"
long, into the counterbore.

Q Cut stock for the top shroud (D) to
\J thickness and width, but V+" longer
than the size listed. Drill the smokestack
holes and radius the front end, as shown
on the Parts View drawing on the pattern
insert. Position the shroud (D) on top of
the boiler (A) with the rounded end
against the protruding back of the nose
(C), mark the length of D flush with the
rear of A, and trim it to final length.
Glue and clamp D to A.
f) Cut a blank for the chassis (E) to the
V size listed. Make a copy of the

ENGINE SECTION VIEW

#14 cei l ing hook

REAR END SECTION

Form the pilot bumper (G) from a long
blank, then cut it to length.
Chassis on the pattern insert, then adhere
it to the blank. Drill the axle holes using
your drill press. Cut the notches for the
engine trucks (H) with your tablesaw
using a dado blade, then cut the angle at
the front. Set the chassis aside.
-1 

n Laminate a 3x3/zx3%" block for
| \,/ the cab (F), and trim it to the size

listed. Make copies of the Cab Side and
Cab Front Views on the pattern insert,
and adhere the patterns to the blank. Cut
the centered groove. Start with aVz" dado
blade in your tablesaw adjusted to cut %"
deep. Position the fence t%0" from the
blade and make two passes, one from
each end of the blank. Check the fit of
this groove on the chassis (E), then
"sneak up" on the exact groove width by
making small adjustments to the position
of the fence, cutting from both ends of
the blank with each adjustment. When
you are satisfied with the fit, cut the
groove to  fu l l  dep th ,  p roceed ing
carefully rn Vs" increments.

I I Shape the curved roof of the cab by
| | sanding to the pattern line with

your disc sander. Chuck a chamfer bit in
your handheld router, and form the
chamfers on the cab front, following
the pattern.
I fl Form the cutout at the back of the
I L caA by bandsawing, then sanding

to the pattern line. Sand the radii on the
back edges of the roof. Now, glue and
clamp the cab to the chassis, making cer-
tain the back end of the chassis is flush
with the back of the cab.

I Q Drill the pilot and countersunk
lL/ shank holes, where shown on the

Engine Section View drawing, and glue
and screw assembly AlBlClD to assem-
bly E/F, aligning the edges of the running
board with the sides of the cab. Center
the front of the chassis on the width of
the running board.

1 A Prepare a blank for the pilot
I T bumper (G) the thickness and width

listed in the Bill of Materials, but for safe
handling, make it 10" long. Rout V2"
round-overs on the top edges. Using a 1"-
diameter sanding drum, form two radius-
end notches, as shown on the Parts View
drawing on the pattern insert. Cut a 30o
bevel at this end. then bevel-cut the pilot
bumper to length, as shown in Photo C.
Glue and clamp G to the front of E.

1 A Cut the engine trucks (H) to size,
I t-/ and drill the axle holes, where

shown on the Engine Exploded View
drawing. Drill the pilot and countersunk
shank holes, and glue and screw the
trucks in place.

J ft Cut a ttAoxlx6" blank for the
I L/ cylinder mounts (I). Bevelrip it to

the profile shown on the Parts View
drawing on the pattern insert, then cut off
two I " lengths. Glue and clamp one
mount to each side of the chassis, as
shown on the Engine Exploded View
drawing, centered above the front truck.

Corttinued

Cylinders
s/a x 2"-dia. wheel

FRONT SECTION

80

SIDE SECTION

1"  l t sT ru
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t/2" hole

ENGINE
EXPLODED VIEW

t/+" hole

z/o+" pilot hole
Ta" deep

30 'bevel
Y4" raOlUS

1/2" dowel1" long

.3/a" dowel1" long

'2'1 Jt-i
1

21/q' 
l

13/a"
Sand radius on back corners

t

7/e" groove
1 "  deep

30 'beve l

Va" chamfers on both ends

1Ve' 21/4' 11Vq' LP

B running board Va' 25/e' 111h' P

C nose lYso z1/4'diameter LP 1

D- top shroud Y4" 11/a' 111/4' P

E chassis 7/en 11/2' 13Vc" P

F cab ZVe' 31/a' 31/B' LP 1

G- prlot bumper 1" 2s/s' 21/zu P

H engine trucks 7/au 13/a' 27/a' P

l- cvlinder mounts llAe' 1 ' 1u

J side shrouds YB' 11/2" 8n

K** tender 27/an 31/t' 97/a' LP 1

L tender skirt blocks t/2" 5/a' ZVs'
M tender trucks 7/e' 13/a" 3Vq' P

N**standard car 27/s* 31/4', 14', LP 1

O--observation car 27/a' 31/q' 15' LP 1

P--car skirt blocks Van 11/z' 2Va' P

Q**car trucks 7/su 13/e" 21/z' P

-Par1s initially cut oversize.
--Multiple parts cut from a longer blank.

Materials Key: LP-laminated poplar, P-poplar,
H-temoered hardboard

Supplies: /q" dowel (48'), %" dowel (12'), /2" dowel (6"),
%" dowel (6'), %' SAE flat washers (36), % SAE flat
washers (6), #8x1t/2" flathead wood screws (13), National
#14 ceiling hooks (3), National #1 14 screw eyes (3), spray
primer and paint, masking tape.

Buying Guide
Hardware kil: 1xs/axt/q"-bore llat wood wheels (36),
2xs/axs/a"-bore flat wood wheels (6), 1x3" adhesive labels
(4),t1sv|t/a" adhesive labels (33), t/q" tound adhesive labels
(18), water-transfer decals. Order kit #TRN, $19.95 ppd.
from Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street,
Kalona, |,452247, or call 800/346-9663.

I F
v-l- #14 ce i l ing

hook
7/a"

g/e" dowel 2sAa" long

78" SAE flat washer
s/a x 2"-dia. wheel
with 7e" axle hole

11/z'

Place cab
here.

&
it
u
ng

Glue cyl inders (dowels) ^
to side'of Cylinder trlouht @. t/q" dowelZsla" long

/+" SAE flat washer
s/sz" hole, countersunk on
bottom side and centered

\ &
/ g

E

n
dt

I
l
I
I

# 8 x 11/z'F.H. wood scew

I
il
c'

q
7a x 1"-dia. wheels with a th" axle hole

See the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert
for  the fu l l -s ize templates

and part patterns.

*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses l isted in the Bi l l  of Materials.

CUTTING
DIAGRAM

1%ax51/2x96"  Poplar

www.woodmagazine.com

1/ax4 x 12" Temoered hardboard
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I l l  the errlpire state express

1/e" round-over

1/+" round-over 1r,,,"
END SECTION VIEW #14 cei l ins hook 1/q x 1" diameter wheel

STANDARD CAR SECTION VIEW

SIDE SECTION VIEW 
T I

TENDER PART VIEW17 Cut two pieces of Vz" and two
I I pieces of 3/q" dowel 1" long for

the cylinders, and sand chamfers on both
ends. Glue and clamp them to the cylin-
der mounts, as shown on the Engine
Section View drawing.

1 Q From t/8" tempered hardboard,
| \J cut two blanks to the size listed

for the side shrouds (J), and stick them
together with double-faced tape. Make a
copy of the Side Shroud on the pattern
insert, and adhere it to the blanks. Saw
close, then sand to the pattern line. Sand
%" round-overs on the front edges, cre-
ating right and left side parts. Separate
the shrouds, and glue and clamp them to
the engine. Align the tops of the shrouds
with the top of the running board, and
make the back edges flush with the back
of the cab.

Forge three cars
from one blank
I Prepare a blank 27/ex3vax42" for the
I tender (K), standard car (N), and

observation car (O). Rout V4" round-
overs on the bottom edges of the blank
and Vz" round-overs on the top edges.
O To make the 2z/s" wide grooves in
Z tne bottoms of the cars, install a 3/+"
dado blade in your tablesaw and adjust it
to cut s/a" deep. Position the rip fence /t"
from the blade, and pass the blank
M/O, bottom down, over the blade.
Rotate the blank end-for-end and make a
second pass. Reposition the fence and, in
the same manner, complete the groove
with two more passes over the blade. Now
cut the tender (K), standard car (N), and
observation car (O) to the lengths listed.

Q Cut the tender skirt blocks (L) ro
L,l size, and glue and clamp them in
place flush with the ends of the render.
Lay out the radius-end notches at the top
front and rear of the tender (K), as

|  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

e ' r "

/2" round-overs

%0" hole
7e" deep

23/a" groove
s/e" deep
along bottom face

#114 screw eye 5/a"

#14 ce i l ing hook

p/
tZ" round-over along
bottom sides of cars

s !#
TENDER

EXPLODED
VIEW

w

s/sz" hole, countersunk
on bottom

'/a

fr-Y' /4,,sAE ftat washer

lll \ 
'/o",dowel2sAa" long

ffi"--.t,

I**Ttj.)r *-@&\,nq. \ :

*'Jj,-,frw

'-1t-'

@1
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1 x 3" stick on label (cut down to 21/q" long) used to mask off door

5/a'

j 1/a" -q 1/2tt F- 1 1/4" --1 1/2''

STANDARD GAR PART VIEW

7/a x 11/q" stick on labels used to maskoff windows

Skirt  block@locations
tZ" round-over

t/2" round-overs along top edges

%o"  ho le
Te" deep

shown on the Tender Part View draw-
ing. Bandsaw the waste, then clean up
the cuts with a I " sanding drum.

A Cut the tender trucks (M) to size,
--t and drill the axle holes, where shown
on the Tender Exploded View drawing.
Position the trucks centered side-to-side
in the bottom groove, as shown on the
Tender Part View drawing. Drill the
pilot and countersunk shank holes, and
set the trucks aside.

f, Prepare a s/sxIt/2x22" blank for the
\,/ car skirt blocks (P), then cut eight

t/+" round-over
along bottom edges

Y^'!l sTANDARD cAR

blocks to length. Glue and clamp a
block in each end of the bottom groove
in the standard (N) and observation (O)
cars, where shown on the Standard Car
Section View drawing. Cut 3"-long
spacers to position the inboard pair of
skirt blocks on each car, then glue and
clamp these skirt blocks in place.

ft Rough out the wheel cutouts,
L,/ defined bv the bottom of the sroove
and the two skirt blocks, on the standard
and observation cars with your band-
saw. Clean up the rough cut, and neatly

form the radius corners with a %" sand-
ing drum.

J Prepare a 7/sxl3/cxl2" blank for the
I car trucks (Q), then cut four trucks

to length. Drill the axle holes, where
shown on the Standard Car Exploded
View drawing. Center the trucks in the
width and length of the wheel cutouts,
drill pilot and countersunk shank holes,
and screw the trucks in place.

Q Draw the radius at the end of the
LJ observation car (O), where shown
on the Round-Over detail of the
Observation Car Exploded View draw-
ing. Bandsaw, then sand to the drawn
line. Mark the centerline for the tail
light and the flanking lines, where the
round-overs stop. Extend the top
round-overs to the marked lines and the
bottom round-over all the way around
the end. Drill the hole for the taillight.
/1 Cut 18 pieces of V+" dowel and\.4
{rl three pieces of 3/s" dowel 2s/o" long
for the axles. Round the end of the left-
over piece of 3/s" dowel, cut a 7re"-long
piece for the taillight, and set it aside.
Drill the pilot holes for the ceiling hooks
and screw eyes, where shown on the
Engine and Car Section View drawings.

To the roundhouse
for paint
I Prime all parts and assemblies. We
I used Krylon 1314 Platinum spray

primer. Before painting, glue one wheel
onto each axle so the ends of the axles
and the faces of the wheels are flush.
(See the Buying Guide for our wheel
source.) Dry fit wheels in the same man-
ner on the other end, and mask the axles
between the wheels. After the primer
and each successive coat of paint is dry,
rotate the dry-fit wheel to make sure the
paint does not seal it in place.

Continued

2s/e" eroovd
7a 'd6ep  I
3l9lg sv4'
bottom

<> i,,;'t | 
')'"?rl:::i::ilil::

<qfVZ t' r  t* 
( rz,,dowets zsAe,,tons

)t'rz' W,lj /\ ff:,il1'iliL#!??i"

face  l t l  \ i  J l ' z , " l i  |  - - - l  f  . '  I  EXPLODED

*r 
r vlEW

) 
-2, ,

#1 1 4 screw eve -.\i=;.' 
t-Q2r ) 1 1/2" 

il;1,ji 31.[::15'.'"11i5,,:f

\
- |  13/a" ,
R t r
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1 x 3" stick on label (cut down lo 21/q" long) used to mask off door

Wheelcutout 
s/o" deep

the etr tpire state express
OBSERVATION CAR PART VIEW

lt/a"  ->11/2"  l - -11/4"  - - t  t /2r 7/s x 11/q" stick on labels used to maskoff windows

s/au

Skirt'Block @ locations.

I t/rtt ---)+- 3', -,-------] 2s/a" grlove 7e" deep Centered on bottOm faCe l--- 3' ----l-1yr"

Front end
OBSERVATION CAR EXPLODED VIEW

'/4

I
I

\

t/2" round-overs

tZ" round-over
along bottom edges

Note: Glue skirts@ in place before radiusiXg
the end of the observation car.

2s/a" groove 7e" deep, centered along bottom face

for positioning adhesive dots (Avery
TD5737) on the drive wheels.

J Paint all the exposed surfaces silver.
I We used Krylon 1406 Brieht Silver

spray paint. When the painl is d.y,
remove the masking and peel off all the
labels and dots. Paint the taillight _eloss
red, and set it aside.

Build up a head of steam
for the final assembly
I Remove the dry-fit wheels from the

I axles. Sl ide washers onto the axles,
insert them in the trucks, add another
washer, and glue the second wheel onto
each axle. (We used SAE washers for a
better fit on the axles and smaller out-
side diameters.) Screw the completed
tender trucks to the bottom of the tender.
Glue the taillight to the observation car.
f) Screw the cei l ing hooks and screw
Z ,yrt into the previously dri l led pi lot
holes in the engine, tender, and cars. Let
3/s" of the straight shank of the hook pro-
trude from the rear of the engine. but

(Use same wheels, trucks and
skirt blocks as standard car.)

Stoo round-overs
before l ight hole.

\
3/a x7/ ' ta" dowel,
rounded on end

ROUND-OVER DETAIL
(TOP VtEW)

run the hooks in the tender and standard
car in all the way to the bend of the
hook. Screw the eves in all the wav to
the loop.

O If you purchased the decal set (see
a

\) Buying Guicle), apply them accord-
ing to the instructions.i

Written by Jan Hale Svec with Jim Boelting
Project Design: Jan Hale Svec
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Hetherington Photography;

Baldwin Photography

I
5 / 6 "

I

/.) Paint the entire engine, sides and
1 wheel areas of the cars, tender
trucks, and al l  the wheels black. We
used Krylon 1613 Semi Flat Black spray
paint. Before masking the parts with tape
and labels in the following steps, allow
the paint to dry for 24 hours.

Q Cut four lx3" labels to 2tA" long,
\-/ and adhere them to the standard and
observation cars, where shown on the
Standard and Observation Car Part View
drawings. (We used Avery 06603/ES-
1648 removable adhesive labels pur-
chased from an ffice suppll, store, or
see the Buv-ing Guide.) The opposite
sides are mirror images of the ones shown.

A Apply a strip of masking tape to the
-T 

sides of the cars so the top edge of
the tape is lVz" from the bottom. Now,
mark the locations of the windows on
the tape, and adhere l /sxlt /+" labels
(Avery 05432/51420). To evenly space
the vertical windows that wrap around
the end of the observation car, adhere the
first vertical label at each side, and one
label centered at the rear. Divide the
remaining spaces evenly, and adhere the
last four labels, two on each side. Mask
the wheel areas of the cars.

f i  Mask the top shroud (D);the bomom
t ,/  half  of the boi ler (A), goin_e under
the bottom half of the headli-eht; the top
surface of the running board (B), leaving
the edges exposed; the pi lot bumper (G);
and the entire undercarr iage of the
engine, including the cyl inders. Apply
one label on each side of the cab, where
shown on the pattern insert.

f t  Wrap masking tape around the
\,1 "tread" surface of the lar_ge drive
wheels. Make a copy of the Driver
Template on the pattern insert, and cut
out the three small circles. Use this copy

-\--__--S
r _ r - _ \-__\ -:

F.\'l--
I  tN - -
\J I  l t  f )

r(J 
ahr-l-]-\-:ut-l L-i

s t o p l \  \ " " " x  l l s t o p
r o u n d - l \  /  \ . /  i r o u n d -
over  ,  \  \ , - - - - l  - /  ,  oV€ t '
here. >F.-<- ,:-here.

l-
13/161t4 V2" l*13/16

Back end
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biscuit ioining

ome woodworkers love to shape
mortise-and-tenon joints slowly
and lovingly. Some could never

give up their doweling jig because it's the
one Dad taught them to use. But an awful
lot of woodworkers grab hold of the bis-
cuit joiner at every oppornrnity.

The biscuit joiner, or plate joiner,
does two things, and it does them in a
hurry. It helps you align parts as you
glue them together, plus it adds strength
to the joint.

With its fence in the vertical position,
a biscuit joiner can cut in the middle of
a large workpiece. With the fence
extended at a right angle, you set it to
cut slots that match exactly from one
board to the next. Or you can set the
fence at other angles for mitering tasks.

A 4" circular blade cuts a half-oval
slot when you switch on the power and
push the tool body forward into your
workpiece. Then cut an identical slot on
a mating piece and you've created a
football-shaped opening to hold a bis-
cuit made of compressed beech.
Biscuits come in several sizes, and you
set the tool to match.

The major drawback of biscuit joiners
is that many of them can't use a biscuit
shorter than IrzAe", which means your
workpiece must be more than 2" wide.
That's a problem when it comes to face
frames. However, you can buy full-
sized biscuit joiners that work with
lVz"-wide stock, or smaller "detail" bis-
cuit joiners that are designed to install
biscuits as short as sh".

A good biscuit joiner plunges
smoothly into the workpiece, has plenty
of power to make the cut, and blows the
chips and dust into an attached cloth
bag. Its blade cuts a slot that's precisely
the right size for the biscuits. Its fence
adjusts quickly and accurately on a
rack-and-pinion mechanism.

See the tool review in WOODa mag-
azine issue 117 for our ratings of sever-
al models. In the meantime, let's look at
the basics of biscuit joinery.

Go right to the edge
Many woodworkers start right here with
their biscuit joiners: edge-joining boards
to make a wider workpiece. Just place
the two boards together, making sure
you have flat edges and a good grain
match. Then draw lines across the joint
to mark the locations for biscuit slots.
They don't have to be evenly spaced or
drawn with any great precision. The
only caution: Keep the biscuits back
from the ends if you plan to trim the

glued-up piece or put an edge profile on
it. Biscuits are utilitarian, not decorative;
you don't want them showing on a com-
pleted project.

A rubber pad on your workbench, as
shown tn Photo A, helps hold long
boards in place. We pressed down on the
joiner's extended fence with a jointer
pushblock for extra safety. Use No. 20
biscuits, the largest size available for
most of these tools.

Migh! fine miters
For flat mitered joints, affange the two
halves as shown Photo B. A thinner
piece of wood or plywood, cut at 90o
and placed behind them, helps with
alignment. Place your two workpieces
against that guide with points touching,
clamp them in place, and make a mark

in the middle of each mitered surface.
Make sure you've chosen a slot size

that will stay within the workpiece.
Then go ahead and cut your slots. As
you worfc on one piece, the adjacent
piece provides support for the biscuit
joiner's fence.
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Modify your joiner
for 45o cuts
You say your biscuit joiner fence
can't "capture" a 45o angle, but
you wish it could? WOOb maga-
zine Senior Design Editor Jim
Downing whipped up a quick and
easy solution for you. Check it out
in Photo C.

The drawing, bottom, shows
you how to make a 45o adapter
that attaches to your joiner's fence
with two machine screws. We
used Baltic birch, but any sort of
plywood or solid wood will serve
the purpose.

Make the vertical leap
Many a butt joint comes into existence
because somebody lacked the confi-
dence to assemble a vertical miter joint.
The biscuit joiner can supply some of
the necessary confidence.

This would be an excellent time to
double-check your tablesaw's 45o set-
ting and make sure the fence sits exactly
parallel with the blade. Once you have
cut the miters as accurately as possible
on your saw, hold the two sides of the
joint together and make your guide
marks on the outside surfaces.

Some biscuit joiners are designed to
hold a 45' angle between the solid front
and the adjustable fence. If your model
fits that category, clamp one side of the
joint as shown in Photo D. The inside
surface of the joint faces down.

Adjust your biscuit joiner to cut the
slots near the inside of the joint, not in
the middle of the workpiece as usual.
Doing this eliminates the risk of cutting
clear through the wood.

Some biscuit joiners cut into miters
with their fence set at 135'. In this case,
make your guide marks on the inside of
the joint and clamp the workpiece with
the inner surface of the joint facing up,
as shown in Photo E.

This rates as a less precise arrange-
ment than the previous one, so apply
extra pressure to the fence with a push
block and proceed carefully. If you'd
like to modify your tool to cut the other
way, see the sidebar at left.

Continued
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45. BEVEL ADAPTER

10-32 threaded
insert.

Epoxy in place
\'r-

rT-\ 10-32 machine screw,

@----21/2" 
long

Width to match

Drum-sand
5/8" deep
view notch

7/16" hole 45:.

-v b%
f9^IJll{I-.r.,--.bwood screw
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No-fuss face franres
A mortise-and-tenon joint mi_eht offer
more stren,eth when it comes to face
frames, but biscuits supply al l  the hold-
in-9 power you need for most projects.
Unfortunately, the small work surface
can cause problems when you cut a slot
near the end of a stile or in the end _erain
of a rai l .  Your biscuit  joiner rnust si t  f- lat
and remain in posit ion to cut neat slots.

We not only clamped a block a_eainst
the workpiece to hold i t  in place. as seen
in Photo F, we also clamped the biscuit
joiner's fence directly onto the rail and
the workbench underneath. The work-
piece stays put and so does the tool.
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Allow for swelling
Biscuits are made of compressed
beech wood, and something happens
to them when they contact moisture:
They swell up, as shown in the draw-
ing below. Nest led in their  s lots,
absorbing moisture from glue while
the joint dries, they create a tighter,
stronger joint.

Problems arise, however, if biscuits
take in enough moisture from humid
air to swell before you get the joint
assembled. Make it a habit to keep
your biscuits in an air-t ight container,
and work quickly once you start gluing
your project together.

When a biscui t  swel ls inside a jo int ,
it can lift the surface of the wood
slightly. As the glue dries, the surface
flattens out again. lf you sand the
workpiece while it 's swollen, you wind
up w i th  a  s l igh t ,  b iscu i t -shaped
depression later on. So cut your slots
in the middle of the board's thickness
to avoid this "telegraphing" problem in
the first place, and don't get in a rush
to do your sandinE.Outstandino in the field

This technique helps lou luy out biscuit
joints in the f ield of your workpiece.
well away from the ed_9e. In the example
shown in Photo G, we've prepared to
place a leg and rai l  assembly in the mid-

B8

dle of a board. Set the assembly in place.
then use maskin_e tape and a square to
make your guide marks. Cut the f ield
slot with the biscuit  ioiner held vert ical-
ly. f'ence retl'acted. Original shape After swell ing
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Slick shelves, quick carcases
Biscuits really speed the assembly of
shelves or plywood carcases, especially
when you use the simple layout tech-
nique shown in Photos H and L After
deciding the spacing of your shelves,
hold one shelf in place and mark its posi-
tion on the carcase, making your mark
against the far side of the shelf. Tilt the

shelf away from yourself and lay it on
the carcase, keeping its edge right at the
pencil mark.

Align the two pieces exactly, then
clamp them together and to your work-
bench. Mark the biscuit locations on the
exposed side of the shelf. Now cut
matching slots in both pieces, using your

pencil marks as guides for both the hori-
zontal and vertical actions.

Your biscuit joiner should have a
guide mark on the front and bottom of its
fence. If the mark on the bottom is too
short to show above the board. extend it
with a square and a felt-tip marker or a
sharp grease pencil.i

Thke cane of every little detail
The detail joiners we've tested can't deliver the
performance quality of the best full-sized tools,
but they can come in handy. Photo Jshows just
how small you can go with biscuit joinery; the R1
biscuit between the mitered corners measures
s/a", and so does the stock. Keep that in mind
when you set out to make delicate picture frames
or lids for jewelry boxes.

Written by Jim Pollock
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
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The power of a spindle sander in the palm of your hand
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You know how the up-and-down motion
of the drum makes an oscillating spindle
sander more aggressive than a drill-press
mounted drum. Thanks to Porter-Cable's
model 121 sander, shown at right,you
can now take that tenacity to a large or
fixed workpiece.

Like the table of a benchtop sander,
the 5r/gx9s/s" base of the model l2l
keeps the spindle perpendicular to your
workpiece for sanding edges squarely. In
fact, you can mount the l2l in your
router table and use it as a benchtop
spindle sander. (For $15, Porter-Cable
sells an adapter to bolt the tool to their
model 698 router table; the adapter's
mounting-hole pattern matches their
690-series routers.)

We attached the model l2l to a
Ilt/qx8t/+" blank phenolic insert with
only one hitch: We had to bore the spin-
dle hole off-center in the insert so that
the body of the sander would fit through
the hole in our router table.

Whether you table-mount the model
l2l or use it handheld, its 6-amp motor
offers something I've not seen on any
spindle sander: variable speed. The
body-mounted dial controls both drum
speed (2400-3600 rpm) and stroke
speed (40-60 oscillations per minute)
simultaneously. I got very good results
at any speed, but at low speed, I found
the model 121 more controllable than
benchtop units I've tested.

Besides helping smooth curves, the
model l2l's split fence also helps you
sand straight. Like the tables of a jointer,

I offset the outfeed end of the fence
slightly to remove a very small amount
of material and smooth-up and straighten
a rough edge.

The model 121 also comes with a
dust-collec tron nozzle that mounts to
the snout of the machine and fits a I "
vacuum hose. I was skeptical of its
effectiveness, but it did a surprisingly
good job of gathering up the dust.

If you already have 4t/2" sanding
drums and sleeves, you can use them on
the model 121. The base opening accom-
modates drums up to the 2"-diameter
drum that comes with the sander. You
may need to borrow the drum-changing
wrench from your benchtop spindle
sander as well: The model 121 doesn't
come with one.

-Tested by Dave Henderson

Porter-Cable model 121
Oscillating Spindle Sander

Performance * * * * *
Price $250

Value * * * *
Call Porter-Cable at 800/487-8665 or
visit www.oorter-cable.com.

Smooth convex and concave surfaces with 3D Sander
that pivot independently to conform to
convex, concave, or even compound
curves. In theory, you can sand any
concave surface with a 4" ot more
radius. But that tight a curve pushes
the sanding discs to their edges.

Although designed for curves, I was
surprised to find how smooth and
scratch-free the 3D Sander left flat
workpieces. Each 17s" hook-and-loop
abrasive ring has a 3/q" hole in its cen-
ter. With no grit in the middle of the
pad, where it moves slowest, this
sander simply does not leave swirl
marks. And, with three rotating pads,
each pad tends to wipe out any scratch-
es from the pad before.

So how aggressive is this light-
weight tool (it tips the scales at jusr

Let's get this out of the way right off
the top: Craftsman's 3D Sander looks
like an electric shaver. I just wish my
razor left my face as smooth as the
3D Sander leaves my workpiece.

This German-made, variable-speed
sander features three sanding platens

over a pound)? Using 240-grit discs, I
was amazed at how quickly and con-
trollably the 3D Sander flattened
flush-sawn dowel plugs.

I found the same speed and control
sanding the curved feet of a work-
bench I'm building. And, as a bonus,
the 3D Sander's smaller-diameter
discs allowed me to sand much closer
to inside corners than my 5" random-
orbit sander.

Performance * * * * *
$50; $6 for 21 abrasive rings in
240-,150-, or 100-grit (28253).

Value * * * * *
' Available in November atSears,orat 8001377-7414.

Corttirrued ort puge 94

Craftsman 3D Sander 11633
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,Th. Nationallnstitute for Occupationalsafety and Health (}{IOSH)
I recommends limiting wood dust exposures. TheJDS Air{ech 2000 will

dramatically improve the quality of the air you breathe. Our new model 750
variable speed allows you to dial in your desired air flow, from a whisper quiet
200 cfm to an ultra performance 750 cfm. This will clean the
air in a 30'x30'x8'strop every ten minutes, For larger areas our qtKO00
models 8-12, 10-16 and 2400 are available. TheJDS systems ]4t1t'l /o
willremove 990/o of particles as small as five microns and Modet 750
8070 of particles as small as one micron. For the removal of
odors, fumes and smoke, our optional charcoalfilter is
available. To place an order or

' l/4 H.P. Motor Ior heavy
duty pertormance

. Antimicrohial I Micron
lnternal hag filter

t UL Listed

' Iifetime Warrantyr

@ O/v\ Prufor the dealer nearest
you call us toll-free. 

Another quolity product from

1-800-382-2637
MqnufocturedintheU.S.A. www.thejdscompany.com'DS AIR.TECH 2OOO"

94

Continued from page 90

Get every last drop with
Call me impatient, but when I'm in the
middle of a project I find it easier to
open a new bottle of glue than to wait
for the last of the glue in the old bottle
to crawl out. Eventually, I either throw
away the old bottle (and the glue inside)
or try to top off the new bottle with the
remainder of the old glue. The latter
invariably requires an elaborate system
of props to keep the bottles from falling
and spilling glue all over my benchtop.

Performance * * * *

* * * * *
Call Cumberland Concepts toll{ree at8771437-4748. Or
visit www.cumberlandconceots.com.

Drip-l t
i But the Drip-It No Waste Funnel
i makes transferring liquids a virtual no-

i brainer. I clipped this simple gadget to
i the slightly used (bottom) glue bottle as

! shown at right, positioning Drip-It's fun-
i nel in the bottle neck. Next, I clipped the

i nearly-empty bottle over the funnel.
i Within a few minutes, the glue from the

i top bottle had drained into the bottom,

i cleanly and completely.

I For refilling small bottles from an
i economy-size bottle, I clipped the fun-
i nel to the small bottle, swung the top

; clip out the way, and filled through the

; funnel. The clip kept the funnel out of
the glue, while keeping both of my
hands free to manhandle that big bottle.

For the price, I'd keep a couple on
hand in the garage for transfening

motor oil and such. I expect you'd
want one in the kitchen, too, to get the
last of the ketchup or salad dressing.

-Tested by Randy Zimmerman

Continued on page 96

Drip-lt No Waste Funnel

Let's Clear the Ain..
'DS ATR-TECH 2OOO'"

Model 7 50, StiU the Best!
. Variahle Speed Control for

unlimited air flow settings

. Highest Marimum air flow in
its class - l,O5O CFM

' Convenient Onloff pull chain

t Ultra Quiet
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Fiscn BENcHToPMoRnSER
From the company that provides the highest quality mortising
chisels & bits, comes a mortising machine with the same
outstanding quality, precision and accuracy you have
come to expect from Fisch Precision Tools. This heavy
duty dedicated mortiser will handle all your mortising
jobs with the ease.
o Double post columns add stability
. Adjustable cushioned grip handle
o Indexible metal lock knobs

:HiJ&33l;X'331f;liffi' 1
:38ill8Jfliti3'1T[''1" Io 112hF motor
. 2-year warranty Patents

Pending

Mfrw
8itaptt

tntwwfrwt
ewn

Fisch Precision Tools Inc.
Claysville, PA 1 5323

Phone: 724-663-9072 . Fax: 724-663-9065
fischusa@pulsenet.com

Website: www.f isch-woodworking.com

Dealers
Welcome!

Ir:i: ilixi'

Call Fisch Precision Tools
for the dealer nearest you,

Visit us at Tvvwy.vandykes.corn

t ttfnlrl

Wffi
Featuring the industries largest selection of:

Furniture Cornponents
Yeneers, Garvings and Moldings
Furniture Kits
Hardware

Gall r-goo.55;'i-12t4
Or Write

I)ept. 60040 PO Box 2Zt Woonsocket, SL 573ts

a

a

O

a

Circle No. 2077

Continued from page 94

MasterGage steps up to the Plate
When you check the blade-to-miter slot alignment on your

tablesaw (you do check it, don't you?), you probably use
the blade itself as a reference, right? But if your blade isn't
perfectly flat-and many ut"n'1-you can't be sure you've

aligned your machine accurately. With a Master Plate in
place of that blade, you can be certain.

A 10" blade, raised to its full height in a tablesaw, pro-

vides only about 6" of width from which to align. When
mounted lengthwise on your saw's arbor (Master Plate has
both s/s" and 1" arbor holes), this t/+x6x10" double-ground
aluminum plate offers a full 10" of dead-flat surface for
your dial indicator to contact. Now, that additional 4" may
not mean much on the tablesaw, but on my mitersaw and
radial arm saw, Master Plate's extra length gave me
unequalled confidence when truing the blade arbor 90o to
the fence.

Even if you're a "set it and forget it" kind of woodwork-
er, you can still use Master Plate. Mount it to your table-
saw's arbor in its vertical orientation and match the bevel
angle to a bevel gauge or square (or a MasterGage, from
the same manufacturer). You'll never again have to
account for a

blade's teeth or a
hollow-ground
plate when setting

up a bevel cut.
-Tested by
Bob McFarlin

* * * * *

For more information, call MasterGage Corp. toll-free at
888/893-8300, or visit www.mastergage.com.

Master Plate

Continued on page 1O6
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More bowls, less waste
As a turner, nothing gets me more
excited than finding a big chunk of
highly figured stock, such as spalted
maple. Yet, few things sadden me like
reducing most of that beautiful block to
chips as I turn out a bowl. Woodcut's
Bowl Saver spares most of that agony
by removing several, progressively

smaller bowls from a single blank.
After turning the exterior of the largest

bowl, I mounted Bowl Saver to the tool
rest support and tailstock of my lathe
and positioned the curved chisel to cut
the rough interior bowl surface. Then,
with a tight grip on the tool's generous

handle, I plunged the chisel into the
blank (as shown top right) applying
firm pressure until I had turned out a
smaller bowl blank, (inset ). I then

mounted that smaller
blank to my faceplate,
and' turned another small-
er bowl out of it.

"The initial setup process

is time-consuming, and
the instructions were vague in places,

but after using the tool a few times,
setup became quicker and easier. You
can start with a blank up to 5" thick and
12-14" in diameter.
Bowl Saver doesn't leave you with a

finish-ready surface, so you still need to
clean up the interior and exterior of
each piece. And, although I still ended
up with a pile of chips at the end, I also
had three gorgeous spalted-maple bowls
where once I would have had only one.

-Tested by Ray Wilber
Call Craft Supply at 800/551-8876, or visit
www.craftusa,com.

Woodcut Bowl Saver

Performance * * * * *
$220

* * * * *

A WOODWORIqNG INFORMATION SERVICE
TROM TIIE EDITORS OF WOODO MAGAZINE

I Discussion Groups - Tolk with other woodworkers
I WooOwofting Sources - Comprehensive doto-

bose of woodworking sources for tools, supplies,
ond lumber

I Tour Our Woftshops - A "virtuol",tour of the
WOOD mogozine workshops

I Cunenf tssue - Overview of the lotest isue
of wooD

I Compony Store - W?ODproducts for sole
I hdex - Seorch through post isues of WOOD
I Sottnvole Liblory - Downlooo votuoote wooo-

working softwore
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Make diminutive, yet distinguished panels
Have you ever wanted the distinguished ' clunky look to very small panels, and

look of raised panels on a small project. , rail-and-stile bits aren't designed for use

such as a humidor? Ordinary raised with %" stock, so they don't work well

panel sets can give a disproportionate, : on pint-sized projects.

But the Sommerfeld Junior Raised

Panel Set answers those needs in a big

way. Designed to work with stock from
7/16-1Vrc" thick, this downsized version

of CMT's classical raised panel set

comes with a 2t/2" panel-raising bit
(complete with integral back-cutter for

flush panel backs), and 1V+" matchtng

rail and stile cutters, all of which you

can shim for fine-tuning the fit.

I didn't need to do any tweaking,

though, because out of the box these

babies cut like a dream. The raised-panel

bit left a 5Az" tongue that mated perfectly

with the slot left by the stile cutter.

Although the Sommerfeld Junior

Raised Panel Set costs less than a com-

parable full-size set, don't negate your

savings with a trip to the ER. Working

with thin, narrow stock, even around

these elfin cutters, can be dangerous. So

before you begin, jig-up with hold-

downs and pushsticks to keep your fin-

gers clear. CMT provides some helpful

safety suggestions in their catalog.lF
-Tested by Dave Henderson

Performance * * * * *
$1 90

Value * * * *
Call CMT USA toll{ree at 888/268-2487, or visit
www.cmtusa.com.

Sommerfeld Junior Raised Panel Set
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ask -.%f\$d*rufl:F#
lf you're looking for an answer to a For an immediate answer to your

Question that you think would interest question, get help from fellow
lots of other readers, write to: woodworkers by posting it on one

Ask WOODo, 1716 Locust St.. G4310, of our internet discussion groups at:
Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. www.woodmagazine.com

Can green lumber  and veggies be ne ighbors?

ff I I'm using treated lumber to i chromated copper arsenate (CCA), con- i sawing treated lumber
t\fl I build pieces for the garden. i tuinr arsenic, a toxic element. Gardeners i and gloves when han-
Some of the wood will be below i *ot t'ttrat it will leach into the soil, and it i dling it.
ground. Will the chemicals used on i d*r, to some extent. But a three-year i You do have some other
the wood leak into the soil? My wife
insists that our rif:ff#ll":, 

".r.
,t ; The debate continues, Jim, but sev-

A I eral studies by universities and the

Environmental Protection Agency indicate i finding harmful levels in the soil.

that fteated lumber is safe for garden use. i Direct personal contact is another

The most common wood preservative, : matter. Always wear a dust mask when

study at Norttr Carolina State Universiry I options. You can ask your lumber suppli-

found no evidence of CCA uptake by i er about wood that's treated with less

grapes growing three inches from fteated i questionable chemicals. For example, the

posts. Mississippi State University i Northem Crossarm Company in

researchers have sampled soil surrounding ! Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin (7151723-

CCA-treated stakes for 30 years without i 4100) freats wood with a copper and

ammonia mixture called ACQ.Or, you

can really put your wife's mind at ease

by using redwood or cedar.

Continued on page 110

=q Econ-Abrasives
WE bfu4KE ABRASIVE BELTS ANY SIZE ANY GRITI

\u

\ 1/

Standard ABRASIVE BELTS
Bebffii*ra
bi-directional splice, specfi grits.

1X3O $.81ea
1X42 .81ea
lX4r'- .81 ea
2112X16 .&5ea
3X18 .86ea
3)e1 .90ea
3X233A .93ea

3X24 $.98 ea
3YC7 .96 ea
4X21314 1.06 ea
4YC4 1.10 ea
4X36 1.35 ea
6X48 3.5O ea
6(89 6.24 ea

oTHERSIZES ON REQUEST

CABINET PAPER

50/pk 100/pk
60D $17.58 $31.58C
80D $16.42 $29.26C

100 thru 150C $15.26 $26.95C
FINISHING PAPER

80A $11.74 $19.89C
100 thru 280A $10.50 $17.58C

NO LOAD PAPER(whi9

100 thru 400A $12.90 $22.40C
uC' = 100 SHEETS

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
lamps come w/PVC tips and grips.

Size Price
4' $IFea

2.25
3.50

6'
8'

Velcro@ Vacuum Discs
3 Hole oattern for Bosch sanders

T##"@
s' 80 .46 iiril;ti
5" loothru320 .45 'iltir?i'

'* Atnilable in 5 hole pattem '*

JUMBO ROUTER PAD(24'x 36')
hwill not allow small blocks of wood
to slip out under router orsanding
applications. ROUTER PAD

ONLY$8.95ea.
'wlde tseltsrHolls'l-laP wheels

*Pump Sleeves*PSA Discs
*Router & Wood Bits*Wood Glue

IUMBO BELT CLfuINING STICK
oNLY $&80

*MasterOard, VISA, Discover, Am. Exprest 
ECOn_AbfaSiVgS-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! ! !

iCALL FOR FREE CATALOG rtr I' O' Bol W1628
-TX add appropriate sales tax --l Frisco' TX 75034
-Callfor shipping charges r I (972)377-9779

TOLL-FREE ORDERTNG L|NE (800)367 -41 01

1 0 8
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A little help with
cypness kneesn please!

Iq | | have access to a number
Ed I of live cypress knees, and
would like to harvest some to
make a lamp. What's the best
way to remove the bark?

C. Walls, Winter Springs, Fla.

For the sake of our non-Southern

readers, we should probably first

explain that cypress trees, which grow

in swamps and wetland areas in the deep
South, sometimes develop slender coni-
cal growths that sprout vertically off

their root base. These "knees" come up
through the soil or water. Their uniform
grain, density, and resistance to check-
ing make them a favorite of carvers.

Pennsylvania woodworker Bill Evans,
who carves a lot of cypress knees, says
you must boil them in water as soon as
possible after harvesting. After 30 to 45

minutes, the rough outer bark and the
inner bark (phloem) will loosen enough
to be peeled off. You have to do this
while the knees are still steaming hot,
though, which requires working quickly

with thick gloves and a pair of wide-
jaw pliers (the kind sporting goods

stores sell for skinning catfish).
Before you fire up the kettle, check

with local officials of the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection.
Harvesting of cypress knees is regulated

heavily on all state property, and water-
quality issues affect allowable harvest-

ing techniques even on some privately

held lands. To avoid doing environ-
mental harm or paying a stiff fine,
comply with any legal requirements.

Prototype

HEAVY trlUTY ETIG|O*

Finished
Product

,@r,

ELECTFIIC EIFIAD GIUN
The ETl00'" provides nail driving muscle
without the burden of an air comoressor.
It shoots 3 diflerent size brads.

Solid state circuitry, a hardened carbon
sleel delivery system for jam-proof
perlormance, and both trigger and
surface contact safety locks combine
to offer increased years of safe, accurate,
troubleJree service.

The ETIOO'" is available wherever fine tools are sold,

Arrow Fastener Co., Inc., 271 Mayhil l  Street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07663
Canada: Jardel 0istr ibutors, Inc.,6505 Metropoli tan Blvd. East, Montreal,0uebec H1P 1X9
United Kingdom: Arrow Fastener (U.K.) Ltd., 14 Barclay Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 1JN

O 1999 Anow Fastener Company, Inc.

llail Mastet'"
Grab hold of the all-new ARROW ET100-
and experience the beauty of ergonomically
designed comfort. lts non-slip cushioned grip
and superb balance assures effortless work,
even during long jobs.

In addition to performing routine nailing jobs,
this powerful 10 amp brad nailer is specially
angled t0 handle difficult corner, edging and
framing jobs. No scratched or damaged surfaces.

Celebrntirtg our 
-

1$th Ariniaersary
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new auction sales record

*ffffiw
ffiffiffiffiw

Carved by Elmer
Crowell in 1917, this
sleeping Canada goose
decoy sold at auction
for a world record
$684,500.

I

Last January, the decoy collection of

Dr. James M. McCleery

brought nearly $11
million at a

Sotheby auction

in New York

City. The

sale, an efort

of Sotheby's and

Guyette &

Schmidt, Inc., set a

world record for decovs.

and gave strong indication that collectible decoys have

achieved a significance in American folk art.

The decoy attracting the highest bid was a sleeping

Canada goose carved in l9l7 by Elmer Crowell of

Massachusetts. It went to a Boston dealer for $684,500, a

record in itself as the world's most expensive decoy. The

previous highest price for a single decoy was $335,500.

Decking materi-
al made of
recycled plastic
and wood-
waste works
like wood and
now can even

houses sailed
around the Horn

San Diego was settled in the late 1700s, and

with its natural bay, soon became a bustling
seaport. The area called Old Town repre-
sents the original development of the city.

And many of the early l9th-century struc-
tures in it were prefabricated houses shipped

unassembled from Maine. With no heavy

forest in the region, it apparently was more
practical to bring kit houses by sailboat

around South America's Cape Horn than
haul logs from distant mountains.

lllustration: Jim Stevenson Photographs: courtesy The Ward Museum of Wildfowl Art; TimberTech, Ltd.

now even smells like wood

plastic'lumber

il-*N
Perhaps you've seen a

sleek deck or park

bench made of recy-

cled plastic material.

Sure, projects made

from composites won't I smell like it.
decay, and you don't have to renew

their protective finish annually. But do

woodworkers want to build with any-

thing but real wood?

If you've had that thought, you might

want to think again. Companies that
produce deck planking and other com-

ponents mix everything from sawdust

and wood chips to rice hulls with recy-

cled plastics to obtain their composites.

Now, one company has even added

aromatic red cedar to its mix so your

plastic deck will smell like wood!

ChoiceDek (800/951-5117) uses 48

percent recycled polyethylene and 52

percent wood waste fiber, principally

cedar chips left over from the manufac-

ture of perfume.

For more information about plastic

lumber, try the American Plastics

Council, 1300 Wilson Blvd., Suite 800,

Arlington, V A 22209. (8001243-57 90,

or visit www.plastics.org). You can

find dealers through the Plastic Lumber

Trade Association, P.O. Box 80311,

Akron, OH 44308-9998. Or call

800/886-8990.
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